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Abstract 

The fact that most of the large scale solar PV plants are built in arid and semi-arid areas 

where land availability and solar radiation is high, it is expected the performance of the PV 

plants in such locations will be affected significantly due to high cell temperature as well as 

due to soiling. Therefore, it is essential to study how the different PV module technologies 

will perform in such geographical locations to ensure a consistent and reliable power 

delivery over the lifetime of the PV power plants. 

 

As soiling is strongly dependent on the climatic conditions of a particular location a test 

station, consisted of about 24 PV modules and a well-equipped weather station, was built 

within the fences of Scatec’s 75 MW Kalkbult solar PV plant in South Africa.  

 

This study was performed to a better understand the effect of soiling by comparing the 

relative power generation by the cleaned modules to the un-cleaned modules. Such 

knowledge can enable more quantitative evaluations of the cleaning strategies that are 

going to be implemented in bigger solar PV power plants.  

 

The data collected and recorded from the test station has been analyzed at IFE, Norway 

using a MatLab script written for this thesis project. This thesis work has been done at 

IFE, Norway in collaboration with Stellenbosch University in South Africa and Scatec 

Solar a Norwegian independent power producer company. 

 

Generally for the polycrystalline modules it is found that the average temperature 

corrected efficiency during the period of the experiment has been 15.00±0.08 % and for 

the thin film-CdTe with ARC is 11.52% and for the thin film without ARC is about 

11.13% with standard uncertainty of ±0.01 %.  

 

Besides, by comparing the initial relative average efficiency of the polycrystalline-Si 

modules when all the modules have been cleaned for the first time and the final relative 

efficiency; after the last cleaning schedule which is when all the reference modules E, F, G, 

and H have been cleaned for the last time it is found that poly3 performs 2 % and 3 % 

better than poly1 and poly16 respectively, poly13 performs 1 % better than poly15 as well 

as poly5 and poly12 performs 1 % and 2 % better than poly10 respectively. Besides, poly5 

and poly12 performs a 9 % and 11 % better than poly7. Furthermore, there is no change 

in performance between poly6 and poly9 as well as poly4 and poly15. However, the 

increase in performance of poly3 to poly1, poly13 to poly15 as well as poly5 and poly12 to 

poly10 is insignificant.  

 

In addition, it is found that TF22 perform 7% better than the reference un-cleaned module 
TF24 and similarly; TF21 performs 7% higher than TF23. Furthermore, modules with 
ARC glass (TF17, TF18, TF19, and TF20) shows that cleaning the modules with only 
distilled water (TF19) or dry-cleaned after cleaned with distilled water(TF20) decreases the 
performance of the modules by 5 % and 4 % comparing to its respective reference un-
cleaned modules TF17 and TF18 respectively.  
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1 Introduction  

In recent years, there has been a rise in the use of renewable energy sources across the 

world, particularly solar energy harnessed from sunlight by a photovoltaic (PV) system, to 

resolve the concerns regarding energy shortage as well as climate change. Moreover, the 

installed capacity of solar power is anticipated to grow at a rate of 25% annually (Rao et al. 

2014; Ghazi et al. 2014; Sarver et al. 2013). As the cost of harnessing renewable energy 

becoming comparable to the cost of nonrenewable energy sources; countries from 

developing nation’s especially African countries see the sun energy as well as wind energy 

as their only hope to combat the climate change as well as to satisfy the growing energy 

demand on the household as well as industrial level.   

 

Based on the world bank 2015 Global Economic Prospective report for the years 2014-

2017, and according to an analysis by business insider; six of the top thirteen fastest 

growing economies in the world are from Africa (World Bank Group 2015), and it is 

expected the energy sector will play a great role in sustaining this economic progress of the 

countries. Africa has a massive potential for the development and use of renewable energy 

(RE) sources such as hydropower, wind, geothermal, as well as solar energy. 

 

As the cost and availability of energy are directly related to the economic growth of the 

countries as well as being favorable for investment, most African governments are 

investing immensely in the energy sector to support this power demanding growing 

economy. However, there are still power shortage and frequent power interruptions, which 

will have an adverse impact on the foreign investment flow and consequently, on the 

growing economy.  

 

If the energy sector is not supported by a private residential or commercial investment, it is 

going to be difficult for the governments alone to satisfy this growing energy demand of 

their respective countries. Consequently, the countries will continue to face power 

shortage as well as frequent power interruptions for years to come. Therefore, private 

energy sector investors should be allowed to generate and sell electricity to the grid by 

introducing feed-in tariff (FiT) law as well as incentives such as tax, and land lease 

reduction to investors in the energy sector (Müller et al. 2011). 

 

However, as the energy policy of most African countries was closed to foreign directed 

energy investment, the growth of production of energy from PV was not as it was 

projected until recently as private energy sector investors were not allowed to generate and 

sell electricity to the grid. Even though this was the case up until recently, some African 

countries took the initiative to change their energy policy and introduced a feed-in tariff 

(FiT) law so that privet energy sector investors, particularly investors who are working in 

the renewable energy (RE) areas, will invest in their respective countries.   

 

South African government is one of those African countries that took this initiative to 

invite foreign investors working in the renewable energy sector to come and invest in 

South Africa. Recently, the government introduced a program called renewable energy 

independent power producer procurement (REIPPP). Scatec Solar, a Norwegian 

independent power producer, is one of the leading private companies in the solar PV 
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sector and becomes the first company to be benefited by this program. Moreover, it 

becomes the first company to supply electricity to South Africa’s national grid under the 

country’s REIPPP program, and one of the several solar parks constructed by Scatec Solar 

in South Africa is a 75 MW solar PV plant found in the semi-arid area called Kalkbult 

(Figure 1.1).  

 

 

Figure 1.1 Scatec’s 75 MW plant in Kalkbult, South Africa (Reprinted with permission from Scatec 
solar (Anon n.d.)).  

 

The fact that most of the large scale solar PV plants are ideally build in arid and semi-arid 

areas, where the solar insolation levels are high, it is expected that the performance of the 

PV plants in such locations will be significantly affected due to high cell temperature as 

well as due to the deposition of soil particles on the optical surface of the PV modules 

(Sayyah et al. 2014). Therefore, it is essential to study how the different PV module 

technologies will perform in such geographical locations to ensure a consistent and reliable 

power delivery over the lifetime of the plant (Rao et al. 2014).  

 

Soiling, which is widely recognized as one of the significant factors that reduce the power 

output of a PV system, and this degradation of the PV panels’ performance is a 

consequence of the reduction of solar radiation reaching the surface of the PV modules. 

This effect is mostly due to absorption and scattering of the incoming incident light by the 

dust particles deposited on the surface of the modules (Beattie et al. 2012; Zorrilla-

Casanova et al. 2011; Rao et al. 2014; Ghazi et al. 2014; Sayyah et al. 2014). Even though, 

the loss of PV power production due to soiling is strongly dependent on the climatic 

conditions of a particular location, on average an annual energy loss due to soiling is 

expected to be between 1 and 6 % (Gostein et al. 2014). 

 

 

Figure 1.2 Kalkbult (-30.160, 24.137) where the solar park and the test station is located (Anon n.d.). 
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Uncertainties in the prediction of a long term PV yield associated with the soiling effect 

should be studied to estimate the losses over the lifetime of the PV systems under a given 

a climatic conditions of a particular location. Having knowledge about the soiling losses 

and predicted the energy yield of the installed PV systems helps the companies to consider 

alternative smart technologies to optimize the power output as well as to plan for a new 

solar plant project based on the predicted return of the investment. Therefore, accurate 

prediction of power output is essential and mandatory (Rao et al. 2014). 

 

In order to study the effect of soiling on the performance of the power output of the 

Kalkbult solar plant located at latitude -30.160°  and longitude 24.137 ° , a test station 

(Figure 1.3) consisting of 24 PV modules, 16 polycrystalline-Si with a nominal power of 

255 W and 8 thin film CdTe with a nominal power of 100 W, as well as a well-equipped 

weather station was built within the fences of Scatec’s 75 MW Kalkbult plant in South 

Africa (Selj 2015). 

 

 

Figure 1.3 The test station in Kalkbult, South Africa consisting of two types PV modules and a well-
equipped weather station. 

 

 Aims 1.1

The objectives of this thesis work are: 

 To setup a cleaning experiment that should be done at the test station in Kalkbult, 

South Africa. 

 To analyze the PV production data with a focus on comparing modules with 

different cleaning regimes to assess the impact of soiling losses for both 

polycrystalline and thin film PV module technologies in Kalkbult, South Africa.  

 To suggest the best cleaning procedure to be implemented at a bigger PV power 

plant.  

 

 Method  1.2

In this outdoor experiment, the main elements of the measurement system are 16 

polycrystalline-Si as well as eight frameless glass thin films CdTe PV modules four of them 

with anti-reflective coated glass and four of them without anti-reflective coated glass, 

dummy loads of 1Ω ±5% 750W.  

 

At a given level of irradiance, the amount of power generated by a PV module varies 

depending upon the load.  By varying the dummy load (in this case a variable resistance) 
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from zero at short circuit current to infinity at the open circuit limit, all possible 

combinations of current and voltage are traced out and being recorded for further analysis.  

 

This study was performed to better understand the effect of soiling by comparing the 

relative power generation by the cleaned modules to the un-cleaned modules. Such 

knowledge can enable more quantitative evaluations of the cleaning strategies that are 

going to be implemented in bigger solar PV power plants.  

 

The test station consisted of about 24 PV modules (Figure 1.3) and a well-equipped 

weather station, was built within the fences of Scatec’s 75 MW Kalkbult plant in South 

Africa. The data collected and recorded from the test station will be analyzed at IFE, 

Norway using a Mat Lab program written for this thesis project Appendix A.  

 

This thesis work has been done at IFE, Norway in collaboration with Stellenbosch 

University in South Africa and Scatec Solar and the following procedure have been used to 

complete the thesis work. 

 Data of I-V pairs in 10 min time interval of each module from the test station, where 

some of the modules are regularly cleaned with a different cleaning strategy whereas 

some of the modules are left un-cleaned for a certain period, have been measured and 

recorded. 

 Weather data from the weather station being sampled every 5 seconds and averaged 

over a minute logged time interval have been measured and recorded as well.  

 The data, both from the modules and the weather station can be accessed directly from 

a remote database and will be downloaded in a different format (in this case as ‘CSV 

for MS Excel’ format). 

 Finally, the data’s will be analyzed using MATLAB script developed for this thesis 

work as well as Microsoft Excel will be utilized when it is necessary.  

 

 Previous work 1.3

In the past, the effect of soiling on the power output of solar panels was given little 

attention. However, nowadays many researchers are participating in studying the impact of 

dust on the power output of the modules particularly solar panels installed in arid and 

semi-arid areas.   

 

Research done by Caron and Littmann showed that, the soiling level varies with seasons by 

direct monitoring the energy lost due to soiling. After monitoring the solar park found in 

California for almost a year, they found out that during the rainy season the soiling level 

becomes low however, during the dry season, the soiling level becomes high enough to 

affect the transmittance of the solar radiation and resulted to 2.8% of peak absolute energy 

loss (Caron & Littmann 2013). 

 

Similar research has been done by Kimber et al. (Kimber et al. 2006). However, in this 

case, it was to compare the effect of rainfall on the efficiency of the modules in California 

and it is found out that the effect of soiling was magnified during the time when rainfall 

was absent.  
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In addition, simulation tools have been also used to show the reduction of power 

production due to soiling. Kalogirou et al. used a theoretical modeling in TRNSYS to 

investigate the effect of the surface cleanness on the performance of the PV modules 

power output. The energy absorbed by the PV is directly proportional to the 

transmittance-absorptance product and the available solar radiation on the PV surface 

(Kalogirou et al. 2013). 

 

The simulation result shows that the values of transmittance (of the glass cover)-

absorptance (of the absorber/PV cell) product ( τα ) have a different impact on the 

performance of a polycrystalline and a thin film PV module. The value of this product (τα) 

that represents the cleanness of the PV front surface is crucial and affects the amount of 

energy generated from the PV modules. This is because it affects the solar radiation that 

reaches the surface of the PV cells and it was found that the surface cleanness of the PV 

module greatly affects the performance of the thin-film module comparing to the 

polycrystalline.  

 

Similarly, an experimental measurements of transmittance and specular reflectance as a 

function of the angle of incidence has been done at IFE by Helene Berg (Pedersen 2015) 

for normal and anti-soiling coated glass samples and she found out the transmittance of a 

normal glass reduces with time as comparing with the clean glass sample.  

 

 Limitation of the study  1.4

 The measured I-V data should be recorded more regular (every minute) to increase 

the accuracy of the result.  

 In the calculations of solar cell efficiency, the effect of module temperature has 

been considered, while effects caused by light intensity, the angle of incidence, 

diffuse fraction and spectral distribution of the light have not been considered.  

 The temperature of the cells should be used instead of the back temperature of the 

module to correct for the effect of temperature on the efficiency.  

 Rapidly changing weather conditions during a measurement  

 Measurement uncertainties 
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2 Theory  

 Solar radiation 2.1

2.1.1. Energy from the sun 

The sun is the source of any forms of energy used to survive any living things (Chiras 

2009). D. Chiras mentions in his book that it could be a surprise to many of us to know 

about this fact. Any food that we consume whether it is a vegetable or an animal product 

can be traced back to the energy from the sun; similarly, the ultimate source of all kinds 

fossil fuels such as coal, oil as well as natural gas that we use as a source of energy are the 

sun.  

 

As the earth is approximately 150 million km far from the sun, the earth’s atmosphere 

receives a small fraction of the power released by the sun in the form of radiation. The sun 

radiated a power of 3.845*1026 W of which 1367 W m2⁄  solar irradiance, known as solar 

constant or air mass zero (AM0) radiation, reaches the earth’s atmosphere (Mertens 2014). 

 

2.1.2. Solar spectrum  

According to Planck’s radiation law, every physical body emits an electromagnetic 

radiation spontaneously and continuously to its surroundings. This spectrum of radiation is 

dependent on the surface temperature of the body. The higher the temperature of a body 

the more radiation it emits at every wavelength. The surface of the sun at a temperature of 

5778 K emits significant amounts of both infrared (IR) and ultraviolet (UV) radiation, and 

it is considered as the idealized black body spectrum shown in Figure 2.1 by the dashed 

line, and its emission is peaked in the visible spectrum (400-800 nm). 

 

 

Figure 2.1 Solar spectrum outside and inside the atmosphere (Reprinted with permission from "K. 
Mertens: textbook-pv.org").   

 

Furthermore, the actual solar spectrum measured outside the earth’s atmosphere (AM 0) 

roughly follows the dashed line, and if the individual amounts of the real spectrum are 

integrated over the wavelength, it will result in a total of 1367 W m2⁄ . However, the solar 

spectrum will be further reduced when the solar radiation passes through the earth’s 

atmosphere (AM 1.5) due to absorption, reflection, and scattering of the solar radiation 

(Mertens 2014).  
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2.1.3. Air mass  

As it mentioned in section 2.1.2, the solar spectrum varies due to absorption, reflection, 

and scattering effect of the solar radiation by various atmospheric constituents on passing 

through the earth’s atmosphere. As shown in Figure 2.1 a wavelength less than 300 nm 

(UV region) of the solar spectrum were filtered out mostly by ozone, atomic and molecular 

oxygen, as well as nitrogen in the earth’s atmosphere, however, water and CO2 absorb 

mainly in the IR regions (Nelson 2005), (Mertens 2014).  

 

Figure 2.2 Explanation of the term air mass: The number x represents the extension of the path compared 
to the vertical distance through the atmosphere (Reprinted with permission from "K. Mertens: textbook-
pv.org").   

 
This atmospheric effect becomes bigger as the path length of the solar radiation is longer 

compared to the vertical distance through the atmosphere and is quantified by the air mass 

factor (nair-mass). Depending on the time of the day and day of the year, the Sun has 

different height angle or angle of elevation (γ
s
)(Figure 2.2) and at a given γ

s
 of the sun the 

nair-mass is provided by (Nelson 2005), (Mertens 2014): 

 

nair-mass=
optical path length to Sun

optical path length if the Sun is directly overhead
=

1

sin γ
s

= csc γ
s
  

Equation 2.1 

The standard spectrum for measuring solar modules is at air mass 1.5 (AM1.5), which 

corresponds to the sun elevation angle of γ
s
=42°. 

 

2.1.4. Radiation on tilted surface 

The solar radiation, incident on a PV module depends not only on the power contained in 

the radiation but also on the angle between the module and the sun. So to achieve a higher 

annual power output from a fixed PV module, it should be installed at a certain optimized 

angle β as shown in Figure 2.3. 

 

 

Figure 2.3 Radiation situation with tilted surfaces: The radiation is made up of the direct, diffused and 
reflected radiation (Reprinted with permission from "K. Mertens: textbook-pv.org 
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Therefore, measuring the total radiation on tilted (GT) surface is the real interest for this 

thesis work as all the modules in the test site are installed at an angle of 30°. Figure 2.3 

shows that in addition to the direct and the diffuse solar radiation received by the surface 

of the PV module there is a third radiation component which is the reflected radiation 

from the ground and the total radiation on a tilted surface (GT) will be given by: 

 

GT=GDirect+GDiffuse+GG-reflection  

Equation 2.2 

 

 Background  2.2

According to the theory of quantum mechanics, the electromagnetic radiation from the 

sun is composed of particles called photons. Photons have no mass, but each carries an 

energy and momentum, which is related to the wavelength of the light and the energy of a 

photon and the corresponding wavelength of that photons is expressed as following (Chen 

2011): 

 

E=hν=
hc

λ
 

Equation 2.3 

Where E is energy in electron volts, h is the Plank’s constant, ν is the photon’s frequency, λ 

is the wavelength of light, and c is the speed of light. 

 

2.2.1. Semiconductors  

Semiconductor materials are a type of materials characterized by intermediate conductivity 

properties between those of conductors and insulators. Generally, semiconductors are 

classified into two, the elementary semiconductors, found in group IV of the periodic table 

and the compound semiconductors formed by combinations of group III and V elements 

and group II and VI elements (Neamen 2003). The most common semiconductor element 

and widely used for the photovoltaic application is silicon (Si) and of the compound 

elements are gallium-arsenide (GaAs) and cadmium-telluride (CdTe).   

 

This section will only focus on elemental semiconductor Si and compound semiconductor 

CdTe as modules made of both polycrystalline-Si and thin-film CdTe have been used in 

this outdoor test experiment. 

 

2.2.2. Photovoltaic cells  

Solar cells, also called photovoltaic (PV) cells convert sunlight directly into electricity. PV 

cells are made up of at least two semiconductor layers of which one layer containing 

a positive charged layer and the other one a negative charged layer as shown in Figure 2.4. 

As the PV cells are exposed to sunlight, some of the photons are absorbed by the solar 

cell. 
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Figure 2.4 The solar cells of polycrystalline-Si (left) as well as thin film CdTe (right) (Reprinted with 
permission from "K. Mertens: textbook-pv.org").  

 
When the n-doped layer of the photovoltaic cell absorbs enough photons, electrons are 
freed and an electron-hole1 pairs (EHPs) will be generated. These EHPs can be separated 
by the electric field to opposing terminals where they are extracted to perform work in an 
external circuit (Komp 1995). 
 

Cadmium-telluride (CdTe) is a compound semiconductor of IInd and VIth groups and are 

one of the direct semiconductors with a band-gap of 1.45 eV whereas, Si is an indirect 

elemental semiconductor and has a band-gap of 1.12 eV. 

 

2.2.3. I-V and P-V Curves 

Figure 2.5 is a typical I-V curve of a PV module, which shows its ability to convert the 

solar energy at a particular temperature and solar irradiance. The current-voltage (I-V) 

curve ranges from the short circuit current (Isc) at a voltage value of zero to the open 

circuit voltage (Voc) at a current value of zero. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 The I-V and P-V curves of Poly1 module and its key points of the curves. The P-V curve is 
calculated from the measured I-V curve. 

                                                 
1 A hole behaves like a positive charge carriers with the same magnitude but opposite sign as the electron. 
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As shown in Figure 2.5 at the knee of the I-V curve, the (I, V) point at which the product 

of current (Impp) and voltage (Vmpp) reaches its maximum value, is the maximum power 

point, the point at which the module generates maximum electrical power (Pmax). The flow 

of electrical charge to the external load is relatively independent of the output voltage at 

voltages well below (Vmpp). However, near the knee of the curve, this behavior starts to 

change. As the voltage increases further, the number of charges recombines within the 

solar cells increased until finally at the Voc , all of the charges recombine internally 

(Solmetric Corporation 2011).  

 

2.2.4. Temperature dependence  

When an electrical circuit is exposed to solar radiation, it is expected that the surface 

temperature of the circuit to increase. As the result of increasing the surface temperature, 

the atoms in the material start to vibrate; this reduced the conductance of the electron 

traveling through the electrical component. Consequently, the resistance of the circuit will 

increase. Likewise, the resistance of the circuit will be decreased with decreasing 

temperature (Surles et al. 2009).  

 

Similarly, increasing the surface temperature of a solar cell will have an inverse effect on 

the band gap of the semiconductor. Consequently, photons with lower energy will have 

the capability to excite an electron from the valence band into higher state conduction 

band.  

 

In a solar cell, the parameter affected by an increase in temperature is mostly the open-

circuit voltage. As shown in Figure 2.6 the increasing in cell surface temperature led to a 

slight increase in the module’s short circuit current which was however accompanied by a 

larger drop in the open circuit voltage causing an overall loss in the power output of the 

module due to the operating temperature rise of the module. Therefore, to correct the 

temperature dependence of the power output of the modules all the Pmax values of the 

modules will be translated into a standard temperature ( TSTC ), which is 25 ℃  using 

Equation 3.3 

 

 
Figure 2.6 I-V (top) and P-V (bottom) curve of poly1 dependence on the temperature of the module at a 

global tilt irradiance of  G
T
=1000 W m2⁄ . 
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As the surface temperature of the module increases, there is a slight increase in the module 

current. However, there will be a significant effect on the module voltage as it can be seen 

from Figure 2.6.   

2.2.5. Irradiance dependence  

As shown in Figure 2.7 for a given module exposed to a different level of light intensity 

the shape of the I-V curve will be different consequently, the power output of the modules 

will be varied dependent on the irradiance. However, in this experiment, the influence of 

irradiance has not been into consideration, as the same solar irradiance value at a particular 

period of the day will be used to calculate the efficiency of all the modules.  

 

Figure 2.7 I-V curve of poly1 dependence on the irradiance at module temperature of  TM= 25 ℃. 

 

 Module technologies  2.3

To investigate the effect of soiling on the power production, two types of module 

technologies, which are polycrystalline-Si, as well as thin film CdTe, have been selected for 

this project.  

2.3.1. Polycrystalline-Si 

In total 16 JC 225M-24/Bb polycrystalline-Si Virtus II PV modules made by ReneSola 

have been installed at the test station in Kalkbult, South Africa. As shown in Figure 3.3 the 

modules have been installed in two rows with eight modules in each row. 

 

 

Figure 2.8 Rensola-Virtus-II- 255 W 60 cell polycrystalline-Si with three bus bars PV modules.   
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All the modules have been installed at a fixed tilt angle of 30° (shown in Figure 2.8) as well 

as, all the modules are being oriented towards the north. The nominal power of all the 

polycrystalline-Si as shown in Table 2.1 is 255 Wp. 

  

Table 2.1 Parameters for the installed polycrystalline (ReneSola-Virtus II) PV modules. 

Parameters Value Unit 

Module type JC 225M-24/Bb  

Manufacturer ReneSola  

Cell type Virtus II (Polycrystalline Si)- 60 cells in series  

Nominal power at STC2 (Pmax)  255 W 

Voltage at maximum power point (Vmpp) 30.4 V 

Current at maximum power point (Impp) 8.39 A 

Open-circuit voltage (Voc) 37.5 V 

Short-circuit current (Isc) 8.86 A 

Temperature coefficient of Pmax (TK)  -0.4 % ℃⁄  

Module gross area 1.63 m2 

Orientation (E=+90°, S=0°00, W=-90
°
) 180 ° 

Tilt angle (hor.= 0°, vert.= 90°) 30 ° 

 

2.3.2. Thin film-CdTe 

Similarly, in total eight thin film-CdTe PV modules (shown in Figure 2.9) four from each 

module type with and without antireflection coatings made by First Solar were installed at 

the test station in Kalkbult, South Africa.  

 

 

Figure 2.9 Frist solar CdTe Thin Film series 4 modules with 216 active cells each (the first 4 modules are 
with anti-reflective coated glass-FS-4100A and the remaining 4 modules are without anti-reflective coated 
glass-FS-4100). 

 

Similarly, all the modules are installed at a fixed tilt angle of 30°. Moreover, all modules are 

being oriented towards the north. The nominal power of the thin film-CdTe is 100 Wp at 

STC as shown in Table 2.2 and for more detailed data on both types of the module; refer 

to Appendix C of the data sheet of the modules.  
 

 

 

                                                 
2 STC  AM=1.5 E=1000 W m2⁄  and at Tc=25 ℃  
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Table 2.2 Parameters for the installed CdTe thin film (First Solar) PV modules. 

Parameters Value Unit 

Module type FS-4100 / FS-4100A   

Manufacturer First Solar  

Cell type Thin-film CdTe, 216 active cells   

Nominal power at STC3 (Pmax) 100 W 

Voltage at maximum power point (Vmpp) 69.4 V 

Current at maximum power point (Impp) 1.44 A 

Open-circuit voltage (Voc) 87.6 V 

Short-circuit current (Isc) 1.57 A 

Temperature coefficient of Pmax (TK)  -0.29 % ℃⁄  

Module gross area 0.72 m2 

Orientation (E=+90°, S=0°00, W=-90
°
) 180 ° 

Tilt angle (hor.= 0°, vert.= 90°) 30 ° 

 

 

  

                                                 
3 STC  AM=1.5 E=1000 W m2⁄  and at Tc=25 ℃  
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3 Experimental methods 

 Data collection  3.1

To determine whether soling has an adverse effect on the power output of a given module 

at particular geographical location an outdoor experimental setup was done in Kalkbult, 

South Africa. Besides, different cleaning strategies have been used to clean the modules so 

that to select the best cleaning procedure to be implemented in a bigger scale PV solar 

plant. 

  

In this outdoor experiment, I-V measurements as well as weather data from soiled 

modules and modules cleaned with different procedures have been collected to be 

analyzed. Even though, the test site has been in operation since August 2015, due to 

continuous improvements in the data quality from the test site, the data from 21-January-

2016 until 22-June-2016 has been selected for this thesis. 

 

A Matlab script has been developed to analyze the data and study the effect of soiling on 

the power output of the two types of modules. From the test station the following 

parameters have been measured and recorded throughout the course of the experiment: 

 Twenty I-V pairs at the beginning of each ten-minute log interval of the I-V curve of 

each PV modules. 

 Total tilted irradiance (GT) in W m2⁄  measured at the same tilt angle as the modules. 

 Back surface module temperature (TM) of each module at the beginning of each ten-

minute log interval.  

 

 I-V Characteristics  3.2

The outdoor test experiment consists of two different module technologies which are 16 

identical polycrystalline-Si PV modules has been installed in two rows and eight thin film-

CdTe PV modules in one row, of which half of the CdTe modules and none of the poly-Si 

modules have antireflection coatings. All the modules have been installed, with a tilt angle 

of 30°  in reference to the ground as well as oriented towards the North, at Kalkbult 

(latitude 30.160°S, longitude 24.137°E), South Africa. 

 

All the modules have been exposed to the same instantaneous solar radiation during the 

experiment. The active loads measure the I-V characteristics of each module by applying a 

voltage ramp across the module to vary the current right at the beginning of each ten-

minute log interval. The measured data of the PV module’s I-V curve have been analyzed 

further with Matlab script written for this thesis work (Appendix A) and the performance 

of the cleaned modules (E, F, G, H) will be compared against the reference uncleaned 

modules (A, B, C, D) (refer to Figure 3.4 as well as Table 4.1). 

 

 Total tilted irradiance  3.3

A pyranometer is the preferred type of instrument to measure the hemispherical solar 

irradiance integrated over the wavelength range from 300 nm to 3000 nm (Camera 2008). 

A typical pyranometer is shown in Figure 3.1; with the centerpiece of the instrument is a 

dish like a blackbody absorber (detector), covered by a protective glass dome (inner and 

outer). The radiation received by the absorber generates a voltage, which is proportional to 
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the heat and is connected to a voltmeter through the cable (connector). By design, the 

pyranometer receives the direct (beam) solar irradiance and the diffuse solar irradiance 

from the entire sky (Chen 2011). 

 

To calculate the efficiency of the modules at a particular time of the day, the irradiance 

received by the surface of the modules, at that particular period, should be known as well. 

The SMP series pyranometer used to measure the total solar irradiance in this experiment 

is SMP10-Smart pyranometer which has an accuracy of about 98% (The uncertainty in the 

irradiance measurement for the given location has been calculated using the Suncertainty 

app designed by Kipp & Zonen).  

 

 

Figure 3.1 SMP10-Smart pyranometer (Reprinted with permission (Model 2015)). 

 

The pyranometer was installed at the same angle as the modules tilt angle and has been 

used to measure the total tilted irradiance (GT) in W m2⁄  received by the surface of the 

module as shown in Figure 3.2.  

 

 

Figure 3.2 SMP10-pyranometer (by Kipp & Zonen instrument) used to measure the total tilted 

irradiance (GT) in W m2⁄  at the surface of the module. 

 

 Temperature measurement 3.4

Knowing the temperature of each module at a particular time when the I-V pairs is 

measured in the I-V curve is important in determining the loss or gain of a power output 

due to the module temperature becoming higher or lower than the STC temperature 

( Tc=25 ℃ ) respectively. Therefore, a high accuracy digital temperature sensor 

(ADT7310TRZ) by analog devices has been used to measure the back surface temperature 

of each module. The temperature sensor (ADT7310) is rated for an operating temperature 

range of -55 ℃ to +150 ℃ and has an accuracy of ±0.4 ℃ for an ambient temperature 

TA = -40 ℃ to +104 ℃ and a supply voltage of VDD=3.0 V (Devices 2009). 
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 Efficiency of the modules  3.5

Efficiency is the most commonly used parameter to compare the performance of one solar 

module to another and is defined as the ratio of power output of the solar module to the 

input power from the sun. However, parameters under which the efficiency to be 

calculated must be carefully controlled to compare the performance of one module to 

another of those parameters; the temperature of the module is the most important 

parameter that affects the efficiency of a given PV module. Therefore, this effect should be 

removed by bringing all the modules in to a common temperature as different modules 

could be at different temperatures (Christiana Honsberg and Stuart Bowden n.d.). 

 

In this outdoor experiment, the efficiency of each module will be calculated by removing 

the effect of temperature by bringing the temperature of all the modules into a particular 

temperature called standard test condition (STC) temperature (TSTC), which is 25 ℃. The 

data collected for analyzing has a time increment between each measurement sets of 10 

minutes and at each measurement sets, 20 discrete points of I-V pairs in the I-V curve was 

measured and recorded. From this 20 pairs of points in the I-V curve one pair point will 

be selected to calculate the efficiency of the modules at that particular time by considering 

the effect of temperature on the power output of the modules and this particular point is 

the point in the I-V curve at which the product of I and V reaches its maximum power 

value (Pmax).  

 

The following steps will be used in the Matlab script to calculate the temperature corrected 

maximum power output as well as the temperature corrected efficiency.  

 

 First, the power output for each point in the I-V curve at a given time will be 

calculated using Equation 3.1  

Pi=Vi*Ii                                     Where i= [0,…, 19] 

Equation 3.1 

 

 Then the power output of each point in the I-V curve will be corrected for the 

effect of temperature using Equation 3.2 and Equation 3.3 (Skoplaki & Palyvos 

2009) where, TM is back surface module temperature and TSTC is 25 ℃. Besides, 

from the data sheet, the temperature coefficient (𝛾) of power which is -0.4% ℃⁄  

for the polycrystalline-Si and -0.29% ℃⁄  for the CdTe thin film will be used to 

correct the temperature effect on the power output of the modules.  

 

∆𝑇𝑆𝑇𝐶=TM-TSTC 

Equation 3.2 

 

Pmax(TSTC)=  Pmax(TM) [1+γ*∆𝑇𝑆𝑇𝐶]⁄  

Equation 3.3 
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 After calculating the temperature corrected power output for each point in the I-V 

curve, the temperature corrected power output with the maximum value (Pmax) will 

be selected and will be used in the next step to calculate the temperature corrected 

efficiency.  

 

 The temperature corrected efficiency (η
Temp

) for both the polycrystalline-Si as well 

as the CdTe-thin film modules will be calculated by using the following parameters 

in Equation 3.6.   

 Active area of a polycrystalline-Si module (A
M_poly

)=1.51 m2 

 Active area of a CdTe thin film module (AM_TF)=0.72 m2 

 Global tilted irradiance (GT) in W m2⁄  measured at the same tilt angle as 

the modules. 

 In addition, the power from the sun received by the surface of the module (P
sun

) 

will be calculated using Equation 3.4 and will be used in Equation 3.6. 

 

Psun=AM*GT 

Equation 3.4 

 

 The accuracy of the temperature corrected maximum power output of the primary 

measured data at TSTC to the calculated maximum power output at the given 
irradiance  with respect to the value given in the data sheet at STC is given by: 

   

Accuracy= (1-
|Pmax(Measured)-Pmax(Calculated)|

Pmax(Measured)
) *100% 

Equation 3.5 
  

 Finally, the temperature corrected efficiency of each module and the relative 

efficiency as well as, the efficiency difference compared with the reference modules 

will be calculated using Equation 3.6, Equation 3.7 and Equation 3.8 respectively:   

 

η
Temp

=
Pmax(TSTC)

Psun

=
Pmax(TSTC)

AM*GT

 

Equation 3.6 

 

η
R x/y

=
η

Temp x

η
Temp y

 

Equation 3.7 

 

η
D x-y

=η
Temp x

-η
Temp y

 

Equation 3.8 
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Statistical analysis of the measured data 
 
Assuming the value obtained from a particular measurement is x with N sample size, the 
following formula has been used to do the statistical analysis of measured data to 
determine the uncertainty of the measurements.  
 

The mean (x̅) of the measurements 
 

�̅�=
∑ xi

N
i=1

N
 

Equation 3.9 

 

The standard deviation uncertainty in the measurement (u(xi)) is calculated as following: 
 

u(𝑥𝑖)=σ=√
∑ (xi-�̅�)2N

i=1

N
 

Equation 3.10 

 

Then the standard uncertainty in the mean (u(x̅)) is given as: 
 

𝑢(�̅�)=
σ

√N
 

Equation 3.11 

 

Finally, the measured Value(xm) will be: 
 

xm=�̅�±𝑢(�̅�) 

Equation 3.12 

 

Combined standard uncertainty (𝐮𝐜(𝐳)) 
Most of time experimental measured data have to be combined according to some 
formulas to arrive at a desired quantity (Lequin 2004). Therefore, the result of the 
measurements will be found by combined the standard uncertainties of the inputs as 
following: 
  
For a function 

z=c(x±y)                                            𝑢𝑐(𝑧)=[u2(𝑥)+u2(𝑦)]1 2⁄  
Equation 3.13 

 

z=c(x*y) or z=c (
y

x
)                    𝑢𝑐(𝑧)=|𝑧| [(

u(𝑥)

𝑥
) 

2

+ (
u(𝑦)

𝑦
) 

2

]
1 2⁄

 

Equation 3.14 

 

 Layout and cleaning strategy of the PV-modules 3.6

Figure 3.3 shows the arrangement of the modules in the test site. Modules 1-16 are 

polycrystalline-Si, and modules 17.1-20.2 are thin film CdTe. Besides Figure 3.4 shows the 

cleaning strategy of the experiment based on  Table 4.1 for both the polycrystalline-Si as 

well as the thin film CdTe PV modules. 
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Figure 3.3 Layout of the PV modules of Kalkbult test site (credited to Armand and his team from South 
Africa). 
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Figure 3.4 Cleaning strategy of the PV modules in the Kalkbult test site (credited to Armand and his 
team from South Africa). 
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As shown in Figure 3.5 there are two types of eight thin film CdTe modules four of each 

type, namely FS-4100A and FS-4100 with and without antireflective coatings respectively. 

From the layout given in Figure 3.3 and Figure 3.5, the first four modules that are TF17, 

TF18, TF19, and TF20 are modules with antireflective coating whereas modules TF21, 

TF22, TF23, and TF24 are modules without antireflective coatings.   

 

 

Figure 3.5 Layout of the thin film-CdTe modules (credited to Armand and his team from South Africa). 
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4 Results and discussion 

In this experiment, the data collected from the modules are not the maximum power 

output; instead it is 20 pair of points in the I-V curve. Therefore, when the I-V as well as 

the P-V curves have been plotted to find the maximum power output of the modules, it is 

difficult to find the exact maximum power point as the location of the pair points in the I-

V curve has been selected randomly. As shown in Figure 4.1 the curves at the knee are not 

smooth, and it is hard to pinpoint the exact point of the maximum power output on the 

curves.  

 

Figure 4.1 I-V and V-P curve of polycrystaline-1 PV module taken on 21-Jan-2016 at 12:00:00 before 
it is fitted. 

 
However, it is possible to write a fitting Matlab script to smoothen the curves. Figure 4.2 

and Figure 4.3 shows that the I-V curve and the P-V curve for polycrystalline-1 after 

applying a basic fitting (spline interpolate) of the primary measured data points and it 

makes the curves around the knee smoother and it is possible to find a better 

approximation of the actual maximum power point (MPP) at that particular period of time.  

 

Figure 4.2 I-V curve of polycrystaline-1 PV module taken on 21-Jan-2016 at 12:00:00 (with 

GT =650 W m2⁄ ) after the data points has been fitted. 

 

As shown from Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.3, the Pmax values in both cases have a value of 

147.7 W for the primary measured data (with an accuracy of 92.5% (refer to Equation 3.5)) 

and 149.3 W after the curve has been fitted. This shows that there will be a power gain 

about 1 % after it has been fitted therefore, fitting the curves will make it possible to find a 

better approximation of the MPP value on the I-V curves. However, considering the 

limitation of time, in this thesis work, the non-fitted data have been used in the calculation 
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of the efficiency of the modules as running the fitting Matlab script consumes too much 

time to process it. However, if the intended output requires a much higher accuracy, it is 

recommended that the primary measured data should be fitted before further analysis has 

been taking place.  

 

Figure 4.3 P-V curve of polycrystaline-1 PV module taken on 21-Jan-2016 at 12:00:00 after the data 
points has been fitted. 

 

 Cleaning strategy  4.1

Eight different cleaning strategies (CS) ( Table 4.1) has been implemented and being 

applied to both the polycrystalline and thin film PV modules according to the schedule 

shown in Table 4.1, to decide which kind of cleaning procedure has the best effect (on 

increasing the power output of the modules). 

 

Before starting the initial treatment of the modules with the anti-soiling (AS) product, on 

21-Jan-2016, all the modules have been cleaned with distilled water to measure the initial 

relative efficiency of the clean modules E, F, G, and H with respect to their reference un-

clean modules A, B, C, and D respectively. 

 

 Table 4.1 Cleaning strategy for the both polycrystalline and thin-film modules  

Module Treatment Duration 

A 
Cleaned with distilled water and treated with anti-soiling 

(AS) product.  

Left for a long term. After 12-18 months, apply 

the AS product again. 

B Cleaned with distilled water only. Left for long term (indefinitely) 

C 

Cleaned with distilled water and treated with AS product. 

Then afterward only dry-cleaned for the remainder of the 

testing phase. 

Dry clean after a long-term exposure (6 months). 

After 12-18 months, apply the AS product again. 

D 
Cleaned with distilled water. Then afterward only dry 

cleaned for the remainder of testing phase 
Dry clean after a long-term exposure (6 months) 

E 
Cleaned with distilled water and treated with the AS 

product. Then cleaned with distilled water only. 

Cleaned again with distilled water after short-term 

exposure (once every two weeks). After 12-18 

months, apply the AS product again. 

F Cleaned with distilled water only. 
Cleaned again with distilled water on a regular 

basis (once every two weeks). 

G 

Cleaned with distilled water and treated with the AS 

product. Then afterward only dry cleaned for the 

remainder of the testing phase. 

Dry-cleaned again on a regular basis (once every 

two weeks). After 12-18 months, apply the AS 

product again. 

H 
Cleaned with distilled water. Then afterward only dry 

cleaned for the remainder of the testing phase. 

Dry-cleaned again on a regular basis (once every 

two weeks). 
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Then the initial treatment of the modules has been implemented on 16-Feb-2016 

according to the cleaning strategy shown in Table 4.1. The AS product used for the 

treatment of the modules is a protective solution (RPS) Eco-Coat glass and it has an 

invisible coating for glasses that will significantly reduce watermarks and dirt buildup in the 

module glass which will have an advantages in decreasing the cleaning costs, as a less 

frequent cleaning is required (Ecocoatglass 2016).  

 

Since the initial treatment of the modules E, F, G, and H from both module technologies 

each module have been cleaned five times in a space of once every two weeks according to 

the cleaning schedule shown in Table 4.2. 

 

Table 4.2 Activities on the test site as well as the cleaning schedule of the modules according to the cleaning 
strategy. 

Modules Date Time Remarks 

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H 21-Jan-2016 09:30-10:08 
-Start of the experiment 

-Washed with distilled water 

A, C, E, G 16-Feb-2016 09:30-12:22 Treated with AS product 

F and H 16-Feb-2016 12:44-13:04 Washed with distilled water 

1, 2, 3, and 4 26-Mar-2016 09:15-10:15 Wash and re-treat the panels 

E, F, G, H 20-Apr-2016 11:20-11:50 Washed with distilled water 

A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H 20-Apr-2016  Washed by heavy rainfall 

E, F, G, H 21-Apr-2016 14:00-14:30 Washed with distilled water 

E, F, G, H 3-May-2016 09:30-09:37 Washed with distilled water 

E, F, G, H 17-May-2016 09:27-09:59 Washed with distilled water 

E, F, G, H 1-June-2016 17:00-17:25 Washed with distilled water 

E, F, G, H 15-June-2016 08:40-10:00 Washed with distilled water 

 

4.1.1. Polycrystalline-CS  

As shown in  Table 4.1, module A and E have received the same initial treatment, while 

module A will be left uncleaned. Module E will be cleaned every two weeks. Direct 

comparison of the evaluation of the performance of the two modules will therefore be 

interesting; similarly the performance of modules B and F, C and G, and C and G will be 

evaluated. Figure 4.4 shows that the I-V curves obtained from both poly1 (CS-A) and 

poly3 (CS-E) at the start of the experiment on 21-Jan-2016 at 12:00, when both modules 

are cleaned with distilled water, and the curves overlaps over each other. This shows that 

at the start of the experiment both modules have the same performance. The module 

temperature of both modules at that particular time was approximately 35℃ with global 

tilt irradiance (GT) of 649 W m2⁄ .  
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Figure 4.4 I-V curve of poly1 and poly3 taken on 21-Jan-2016 at 12:00 local time after all the modules 
are cleaned with distilled water. 

 

Furthermore, to compare the performance of the modules under consideration, their 

relative efficiency of the cleaned modules should be known with respect to the reference 

un-cleaned modules. Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6 shows the temperature corrected power 

output as well as temperature corrected efficiency (temperature has a huge effect on the 

power output of a modules consequently on the efficiency of the modules as each modules 

could be at different module temperatures therefore, this effect must be corrected to 

compare the performance of the modules) of poly1, poly3 modules for nine consecutive 

days starting the first day of data collected for this thesis work which is 21-Jan-2016 when 

all the modules have been cleaned with only distilled water, until 30-Jan-2016.  

 

 

Figure 4.5 Temperature corrected Pmax  (W) and GT (W m2⁄ ) vs. serial date number (21-30 Jan-2016) 
of poly1 and poly3 modules. 

 

From both Figure 4.5 and Figure 4.6, it can be seen that their power output and efficiency 

curves overlaps over each other and similar result have been found poly16 to poly3, poly9 

to poly6, poly15 to poly13 and poly 7 to poly 5 while modules poly10 to 5 and Poly10 to 

poly12 as well as poly15 to poly4 shows a difference in initial efficiency of the modules.  
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Figure 4.6 Temperature corrected efficiency (η
T
) vs. serial date number (21-30 Jan-2016) of poly1 and 

poly3 modules. 

 

Figure 4.7 shows the back module temperature as well as the calculated temperature of the 

module, based on SANDIA report, SAND2004-3535 equation 12 (King et al. 2004), for 

both the polycrystalline as well as the thin film modules and it shows that the temperatures 

and its differences are highly dependent on the solar irradiance received by the module. 

Therefore, as the solar irradiance increases the temperature difference between the cell and 

the back module also increases. 

 

Hence, from the calculated result the difference between the module temperature and the 

back module temperature of the polycrystalline module during the experiment period 

ranges from 0.1 ℃ to 4.9 ℃ with an average temperature difference of 1.75 ±0.01 ℃ 

where as for the thin film module a temperature difference range of 0.2 ℃ to 4.2 ℃ with 

an average temperature difference of 1.90 ±0.01 ℃. 
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Figure 4.7 The temperature curves of the module as well as the back module temperature of poly1 (top) and 

TF18 vs. time (25-01-2016). 

 

The series resistance and shunt resistance of modules have a greater effect on the 

performance of the modules at high and low light intensity respectively. Figure 4.8 and 

Figure 4.9 shows the total tilted irradiance (GT) on the surface of the modules as well as 

the temperature corrected efficiency of the module versus the time serious of the day for 

polycrystalline-1 and thin film-18 respectively. As shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.10 

(polycrystalline-1) the efficiency of the module has been increased up until 

about 550 W m2⁄ . However, as the irradiance is greater than this value the efficiency of the 

modules starts to decrease. This decline in efficiency could be the result of high series 

resistance in the modules at high light intensity. Furthermore, high module temperature 

also gives a less optimal band gap leading to a lower voltage and poorer power output 

performance as the temperature used for correction is not the cell temperature instead it is 

the back module temperature. 
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Figure 4.8 The efficiency of a polycrystalline module when it is uncorrected as well as when back module 
temperature and module temperature has been used to correct the effect of temperature at a particular date 
(25-Jan-2016). 

 

 

 

Figure 4.9 The efficiency of a thin film module when it is uncorrected as well as when back module 
temperature and module temperature has been used to correct the effect of temperature at a particular date 
(25-Jan-2016). 
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Figure 4.10 Temperature corrected and uncorrected efficiency vs. total tilted irradiance for poly1 (top) 
thinfilm18 (bottom) module at a specified date, which is 25-Jan-2016. 

 
As shown from Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.9 the efficiency of polycrystalline is more affected 

than the thin-film modules. In addition, for the thin-film modules it is enough to use the 

back module temperature to correct the effect of temperature on the performance of the 

modules. However, as it can be seen from Figure 4.8 for the polycrystalline modules it is 

advisable to use the module temperature instead of the back module temperature to 

correct for the effect of temperature. 
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Also, Figure 4.10 shows that the temperature corrected efficiency of the module is lower in 

the afternoon than in the morning for the same amount of irradiance. The difference in 

ambient temperature (expected to be high in the evening) could lead to high back module 

temperature measured by the temperature sensor for the same irradiance and this could 

give rise to a difference in efficiency of the module between morning and afternoon. 

 

During this experiment, measuring the I-V curve as well as the weather data has not been 

easy due to different circumstances as a result of this some data has been missing from the 

I-V measurements as well as the weather data measurement. Figure 4.11 shows the total 

tilted irradiance measured by SMP10-pyranometer at a tilt angle of  30° starting 21-Jan-

2016 until 20-June-2016, and the Kalkbult test site received an average daily in-plane 

irradiation of about 6540 Wh/m2 on the module surface tilted at 30° which is very close to 

the value found by PVGIS that is 6795 Wh/m2 (JRC European Commission n.d.).  

 

The GT measured values by the pyranometer from the beginning of the experiment until 

15-Feb-2016 have been an average value over a minute data log interval recorded every 

five seconds. However, all the GT  values starting February 17th  2016 have been 

instantaneous values measured at the same moment as the active loads measured the I-V 

curve of the PV module.  

 

Note that:  

 The color-coding in all figures is with respect to the total tilted irradiance (GT) and  

 The maximum power output and the efficiency of all the modules are temperature 

corrected values. 

 

 

Figure 4.11 Total tilted irradiance received by the pyranometer vs. time series starting 21-Jan-16 until 20-

June-16 (color-coding is with respect to GT). 

 

Even though the test site has been in function since August 2015, the quality of initial data 

collected has not been satisfactory. Hence only data measured after some of the initial 

problems were solved are used in this thesis (as the aim of this thesis work is not to fix the 

data that has a problem).  
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Meanwhile, when there is a missing data in one of the I-V curves of the selected modules 

or the weather data, the data’s corresponding to the other modules has been removed 

from the calculation (as shown in Figure 4.11 mostly between 02-16 Feb 2016 and 10-23 

Mar 2016) so that it will be easy to compare the effect of the soiling with the reference 

modules.  

 

As shown from Figure 4.11 the maximum total tilted irradiance received by the 

pyranometer is between February and April and the lowest is around June; which also 

matches as it is expected as shown in Figure 4.12. Even though, the irradiation received on 

horizontal plane is higher in January than in March (Figure 4.12-left). However, for 

module inclined at 30° which is the yearly optimal power output inclination angle; come 

about also to be the optimal panel inclination angle for March (Figure 4.12-right) will 

receive a higher in plane irradiation than in January. 

 

 
Figure 4.12 Monthly in-plane irradiation for fixed angle (left) as well as the optimal module inclination 
angle for each month(right) for Kalkbult, South Africa (JRC European Commission n.d.). 

 

 As mentioned in the theory part, the efficiency of a module is dependent on the irradiance 

received by the surface of the module. Figure 4.13 shows a 3D visualization of the 

efficiency variation during the experiment as the irradiance varies with time. 
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Figure 4.13 3D visualization of the variation of efficiency of poly1 during a day as well as during the 
period of the experiment. 

 

Figure 4.14 shows that the temperature corrected efficiency vs. total tilted irradiance of the 

un-cleaned reference modules A (poly1), B (poly9), C (poly15), and D (poly10, poly7) as 

well as the cleaned modules E (poly3), F (poly6), G (poly13), and H (poly5, poly12) for a 

period of five months starting 21-Jan-2016 until 20-June-2016. 
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Figure 4.14 Efficiency curves of the un-cleaned (left) and the cleaned (right) modules vs. GT measured from 

21-Jan-16 until 20-June-16 (color-coding is with respect to GT).  
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On clear sky day as shown in Figure 4.8 and Figure 4.10 and also when the measured data 

are accurate it is expected that the efficiency of the modules used in this experiment to 

reach approximately up to 16% and most points should be within a narrow limits, however 

as shown in Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 the efficiency of the modules reaches up to 20% 

and beyond. These outlier data points could be due to random errors as well as systematic 

error come from the measuring instruments such as errors in measurements of the I-V 

curve, solar radiation as well as measurements of back module temperature. In addition it 

could be due to module defects, as well as degradation of module.   

 

Also, Figure 4.14 and Figure 4.15 shows that in all the modules, except for module number 

7, the average efficiency achieved at a solar irradiance of 1000 W m2⁄  (taken between 
11:30-14:00 ) is about 15.6% which is slightly lower than the value given in the data sheet 
the reason for this could be the difference between the actual module temperature and the 

back temperature of the modules, However, at 650 W m2⁄  the average efficiency is about 
16.1 % which is almost coincides with the efficiency values given by the module 
manufacturer in the data sheet (refer to Appendix C) in addition, there is a clear decline in 

efficiency of the modules when the in-plane global irradiance is above 900 W m2⁄ .  
 

Furthermore, as shown in Figure 4.14, polycrystalline-7 has a different curve than the rest 

of the modules which is as the irradiance is beyond 650 W m2⁄  the efficiency of the 

module starts to decrease, and this effect could be because of the existence of a high series 

resistance in poly7 module. 

 

Figure 4.15 shows the efficiency variation of each module during the course of the 

experiment. However, it is very difficult to see and compare how the efficiency of clean 

modules varies with respect to the un-cleaned modules. Due to this reason a different kind 

of graph has been plotted which shows the average daily efficiency of the un-cleaned 

modules as well as its respective reference cleaned modules with time as shown in Figure 

4.24.  
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Figure 4.15 Efficiency variation of the modules vs. date time for both the un-cleaned (left) and the cleaned 

(right) modules measured from 21-Jan-16 until 20-June-16 (color-coding is with respect to GT). 
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Figure 4.16 3D visualization of the temperature corrected maximum power output curve of poly1 during 

the experiment (21-Jan-16 – 20-June-16) (color-coding is with respect to GT). 

 
As shown in Figure 4.16, the temperature corrected maximum power output of a 
polycrystalline-1 Si module has a linear relationship, apart from some outlier data points, to 
the irradiance received on its surface as shown in the 3D figure.  
 

 
Figure 4.17 Temperature corrected maximum power output vs. date time of poly1-Si module (21-Jan-16 – 

20-June-16) (color-coding is with respect to GT). 

 
In addition, as shown in Table 2.1 the nominal power output at STC of all the 

polycrystalline-Si modules used in this experiment is 255 W. However, as shown in Figure 

4.17 (poly1), the maximum power output reaches 255 W when the solar irradiance is about 

1100 W m2⁄ . The main reason for this difference could be the incidence angle effect in the 

outdoor experiment, the temperature difference between the actual module temperature 

and the back module temperature that used to correct the temperature effect, electrical 

losses, as well as degradation of modules through time.  

 

Furthermore, as shown in Figure 4.18 the maximum power output achieved so far by 

poly7 is about 200 W, which is lower than the other modules. This lower performance of 

the module could be due to the existence of high series resistance in the poly7-Si module.  
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Figure 4.18 Maximum power output vs. serial date number of poly7-Si module measured from 21-Jan-16 

until 20-June-16 (color-coding is with respect to GT). 

 
 

 
Figure 4.19 Maximum power output curve vs. 𝐺𝑇 of poly1-Si module measured from 21-Jan-16 until 20-

June-16 (color-coding is with respect to GT). 

 
 
Figure 4.19 shows that a linear relationship between the maximum power output and the 

irradiance of a poly1 and poly3-Si modules respectively. Similar result has been found for 

all modules except for poly7 Si module as shown in Figure 4.20 for which the power 

output starts to become constant beyond solar irradiance value of 700 W m2⁄ . 

 
Series resistance and shunt resistance in a module have a greater effect on the performance 

of the modules at high and low light intensity respectively. For the poly7 module as shown 

in Figure 4.20, the effect of series resistance on the power output of the module at low 

solar irradiance is less.  
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Figure 4.20 Maximum power output curve vs. GT of poly7-Si module measured from 21-Jan-16 until 

20-June-16 (color-coding is with respect to GT). 

 

However, the performance becomes affected as the light intensity increases above 

700 W m2⁄  and this effect could be because of the existence of high series resistance in 

poly7 module.  

 

To see the effect of soiling the relative efficiency has been computed for poly3 compared 

to the reference module poly1 and the result is shown in Figure 4.21 and Figure 4.22 with 

respect to GT and time series respectively.  

 

The average efficiency of the modules at the beginning of the experiment, when all 

modules are cleaned with distilled water as well as on a special days when the reference 

modules (E, F, G, and H) have been cleaned with distilled water was calculated using an 

excel sheet and the values for each module is shown in Table 4.3. Furthermore, using 

Equation 3.7 the relative efficiency of the cleaned modules with respect to the un-cleaned 

modules have been also calculated and tabulated as shown in Table 4.4. 

  

 

Figure 4.21 Relative efficiency vs. GT of poly3-to-poly1-Si module measured from 21-Jan-16 until 20-

June-16 (color-coding is with respect to GT). 
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As shown in Figure 4.21, Figure 4.22 as well as from Table 4.4, the poly3 module performs 

averagely about 1.4±0.2 % better than the poly1 module. From the relative efficiency 

variation with respect the irradiance it can be seen that a higher relative efficiency values 

are achieved when the irradiance value is low. This higher relative efficiency could be due 

to the soiling effect were the solar radiation will be reflected much higher when the 

radiation received at a lower angle of incidence.  Also, as shown from the relative 

efficiency variation with respect to time, it showed that the scattering of the point’s 

increases with time as the un-cleaned module starts to collect the dust particles.  

 

 

Figure 4.22 Relative efficiency of poly3-to-poly1 Si module vs. time series measured from 21-Jan-16 until 

20-June-16 (color-coding is with respect to GT). 

 
In addition to the relative efficiency, the efficiency difference has also been calculated and 

plotted for the entire period of measurements as shown in Figure 4.23 to see how much 

efficiency gain will be achieved throughout the experimental period. 

 

 
Figure 4.23 Efficiency difference of poly3 and poly1 Si module vs. GT  (left) as well as time (right) 

measured from 21-Jan-16 until 20-June-16 (color-coding is with respect to GT). 

 
From the visual inspection of Figure 4.23, it has been found that poly3 increase in 

efficiency by about 0.25% comparing to poly1 moreover, this increase in efficiency is only 

observed for the period of low solar irradiance. However, based on the calculated value the 

average increase in efficiency of poly3 comparing to poly1 is 0.21±0.05 %. 
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In order to study more accurately how the cleaning procedure will affect its power 

production relative to the un-cleaned ones, a special days have been selected when a 

cleaning has been taken place in the test site and the efficiency of the modules before and 

after it is cleaned have been averaged over the course of the day, excluding the values 

when there is no solar irradiance, and the result is shown in Table 4.3.  

 

As the standard deviation uncertainty of the calculated efficiency of the modules from 

their mean; based on the whole data has a value of ±0.02 %, the average efficiency values 

for five months can be expressed with two decimal figures as shown in Table 4.3 (No. 15). 

However, the uncertainty of the daily average efficiency values of the modules for the 

specific dates has a value between ±0.1 % to ±0.3 % therefore; the daily average efficiency 

values will be expressed with one decimal figure as shown in Table 4.3 (No. 1-14). 

Generally for the polycrystalline modules it is found that the average efficiency during the 

period of the experiment has been 15.00±0.08 %.  

 

In addition, as shown in Table 4.3 the efficiency of the modules becomes low; after all the 

modules are cleaned for third time; comparing to the efficiency of the modules before they 

are cleaned and this reduction in efficiency could be because of ineffective cleaning of the 

dust particles in the glazing which resulted in adherence of the dust particles on to the 

module surface and reduce the transmittance of the glazing material of the PV modules. 

Furthermore, there is an increase in efficiency of the un-cleaned modules observed during 

the course of the experiment, which is not as it is expected, this could be due to heavy 

rainfall during the course of the experiment resulted in cleaning all the modules including 

the un-cleaned modules.  

 

Table 4.3 Daily as well as totally average temperature corrected efficiency (in %) for the polycrystalline-Si 
modules. 

No. P1 P3 P4 P5 P6 P7 P9 P10 P12 P13 P15 P16 u(x̅)4 Remarks 

1 15.8 15.8 15.5 15.9 15.8 15.9 15.9 16.1 15.8 15.7 15.7 15.8 ±0.1 
21-Jan-16: the first day of the 
experiment 

2 16.0 16.3 15.8 16.2 16.1 16.2 16.3 16.4 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.2 ±0.1 
22-Jan-16: the day after all modules 
are cleaned with distilled water 

3 14.9 15.0 14.7 15.0 14.9 13.9 15.0 15.1 14.9 14.9 14.3 15.0 ±0.2 01-Feb-16 before treatment 

4 14.9 15.1 14.6 15.2 15.2 14.6 15.2 15.3 15.1 14.8 14.7 15.0 ±0.2 17-Feb-16 after treatment 

5 14.2 14.6 14.2 14.7 14.5 14.3 14.7 14.9 14.6 14.5 14.5 14.7 ±0.3 
19-Apr-16 before the first cleaning 
day 

6 15.2 15.4 15.1 15.3 15.3 14.4 15.3 15.5 15.4 15.4 15.2 15.3 ±0.1 
24-Apr-16 after the first cleaning 
day 

7 15.3 15.5 15.1 15.6 15.5 14.8 15.6 15.8 15.7 15.6 15.5 15.6 ±0.1 
2-May-16 before the second 
cleaning day 

8 15.4 15.5 15.2 15.6 15.6 14.6 15.6 15.8 15.7 15.6 15.5 15.6 ±0.1 
4-May-16 after the second cleaning 
day 

9 16.1 16.3 15.9 16.2 16.1 15.5 16.2 16.4 16.2 16.2 16.1 16.2 ±0.2 
16-May-16 before the third cleaning 
day 

10 15.3 15.4 15.1 15.4 15.3 14.7 15.4 15.6 15.4 15.4 15.3 15.4 ±0.1 
18-May-16 after the third cleaning 
day 

11 15.4 15.6 15.2 15.5 15.4 14.9 15.6 15.7 15.6 15.5 15.5 15.5 ±0.1 
31-May-16 before the fourth 
cleaning day 

12 15.3 15.7 15.3 15.6 15.4 14.9 15.6 15.7 15.7 15.6 15.5 15.5 ±0.2 
4-June-16 after the fourth cleaning 
day 

13 15.0 15.3 14.9 15.4 15.3 15.2 15.4 15.5 15.4 15.3 15.2 15.3 ±0.2 
14-June-16 before the last cleaning 
day 

14 15.2 15.8 15.5 15.7 15.5 14.5 15.7 15.8 15.9 15.7 15.6 15.4 ±0.2 
16-June-16 after the last cleaning 
day 

15 14.92 15.13 14.76 15.15 15.05 14.37 15.13 15.30 15.14 15.05 14.91 15.09 ±0.02 Average values for five months 

 

                                                 
4 Standard deviation uncertainty in the mean 
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Figure 4.24 The average daily efficiency of the un-cleaned modules (blue-line) as well as its respective 
reference cleaned (red-line) modules with time (the black circular dots indicate that the dates when the 
reference modules have been cleaned). 
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The relative efficiency of polycrystalline-Si modules E, F, G, and H with reference to 

modules A, B, C, and D respectively as well as the combined standard uncertainty which is 

shown in Table 4.4 have been also calculated based on the dates in Table 4.3 and as the 

combined standard uncertainty for the daily relative average efficiency as well as the 

relative average efficiency for five months has a value of ±0.01 %  to ±0.03 %  and 

±0.002 % respectively, the relative average efficiency will be expressed with two and three 

decimal figures respectively.  

 

In general, based on the data collected for five months it is found that poly3 performs 

1.4±0.2 % better than poly1, poly3 performs 0.3±0.2 %  better than poly16, poly13 

performs 0.9±0.2 % better than poly15 where as poly5 and poly12 to poly7 shows that 

there is 5.4±0.2 % as well as 5.3±0.2 % increase in performance respectively. However, 

this increase in performance of poly5 and poly12 with respect to poly7 could be mostly 

due to the existence of high series resistance in poly7 module. Besides, poly6 performs 

0.5±0.2 % less than poly9 as well as the relative average efficiency of poly4 to poly15, 

poly5 to poly10 and poly12 to poly10 shows that there is 1.0±0.2 %  degradation of 

performance with time. 

 

However, the above results does not show the real soiling effect as this values does not 

consider the relative initial average efficiency of the modules. Therefore, by comparing the 

initial relative average efficiency as shown in Table 4.4; when all the modules have been 

cleaned for the first time (22-Jan-16), and the final relative efficiency; after the last cleaning 

schedule which is when all the reference modules E, F, G, and H have been cleaned for 

the last time (16-June-16), it is found that poly3 performs 2 % and 3 % better than poly1 

and poly16 respectively, poly13 performs 1 % better than poly15 as well as poly5 and 

poly12 performs 1 % and 2 % better than poly10 respectively. Besides, poly5 and poly12 

performs a 9 % and 11 % better than poly7 which is mostly could be due to the existence 

of high series resistance in poly7 module. Furthermore, there is no change in performance 

between poly6 and poly9 as well as poly4 and poly15. However, as the combined 

uncertainty is about 2 % the increase in performance of poly3 to poly1, poly13 to poly15 

as well as poly5 and poly12 to poly10 is insignificant.  
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Table 4.4 The relative average efficiency of the cleaned modules with respect to the un-cleaned modules with 
its combined uncertainty of polycrystalline-Si modules. 

No. Date5 
E/A F/B G/C H/D 

uc(z)6 
P3/P1 P3/P16 P6/P9 P4/P15 P13/P15 P5/P7 P5/P10 P12/P7 P12/P10 

1 21-Jan-16 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.01 

2 22-Jan-16 1.02 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 0.98 0.01 

3 01-Feb-16 1.01 1.00 0.99 1.03 1.05 1.08 0.99 1.08 0.99 0.02 

4 17-Feb-16 1.01 1.01 1.00 1.00 1.01 1.04 1.00 1.04 0.99 0.02 

5 19-Apr-16 1.02 0.99 0.99 0.98 1.00 1.02 0.99 1.02 0.98 0.03 

6 24-Apr-16 1.01 1.01 1.00 0.99 1.01 1.06 0.99 1.06 0.99 0.02 

7 2-May-16 1.01 0.99 1.00 0.97 1.00 1.06 0.99 1.06 0.99 0.01 

8 4-May-16 1.01 0.99 1.00 0.98 1.01 1.07 0.99 1.07 1.00 0.01 

9 16-May-16 1.01 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.00 1.05 0.99 1.05 0.99 0.01 

10 18-May-16 1.01 1.00 0.99 0.99 1.01 1.05 0.99 1.05 0.99 0.01 

11 31-May-16 1.01 1.01 0.99 0.98 1.00 1.04 0.99 1.05 0.99 0.01 

12 4-June-16 1.02 1.01 0.99 0.99 1.01 1.04 0.99 1.05 1.00 0.02 

13 14-June-16 1.02 1.00 0.99 0.98 1.01 1.01 0.99 1.01 0.99 0.01 

14 16-June-16 1.04 1.03 0.99 0.99 1.01 1.09 1.00 1.10 1.00 0.02 

15 
Average for 5 
months 

1.014 1.003 0.995 0.990 1.009 1.054 0.990 1.053 0.990 0.002 

 

Furthermore, the efficiency difference have been also calculated for all the modules as 

shown in Table 4.5 by comparing their initial efficiency; when all the modules have been 

cleaned for the first time, and the final efficiency; after the last cleaning schedule which is 

the day after all the reference modules E, F, G, and H have been cleaned for the last time, 

to see how much the modules degraded during the course of the experiment and it have 

been found that the efficiency of poly(1 and6), poly(3 and 15), poly(4 and 13), poly5, 

poly(9 and 10) and poly16 degraded by 0.7 % , 0.4 %, 0.3 %, 0.5 %, 0.6 %, and 0.8 %  

respectively. Besides, poly7 degraded by 1.8 % however, the degradation of poly12 is 

insignificant. 

 

Table 4.5 The initial (22-Jan-16) and final (16-June-16) average efficiency difference of the modules with 
its respective combined standard uncertainty.  

Initial day average efficiency 

𝐏𝟏𝐢 𝐏𝟑𝐢 𝐏𝟒𝐢 𝐏𝟓𝐢 𝐏𝟔𝐢 𝐏𝟕𝐢 𝐏𝟗𝐢 𝐏𝟏𝟎𝐢 𝐏𝟏𝟐𝐢 𝐏𝟏𝟑𝐢 𝐏𝟏𝟓𝐢 𝐏𝟏𝟔𝐢 

16.0 16.3 15.8 16.2 16.1 16.2 16.3 16.4 16.0 16.0 16.0 16.2 

Initial day standard uncertainty of the mean  (u(x̅))   

0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 

Final day average efficiency 

P1f7 P3f P4f P5f P6f P7f P9f P10f P12f P13f P15f P16f 

15.2 15.8 15.5 15.7 15.5 14.5 15.7 15.8 15.9 15.7 15.6 15.4 

Final day standard uncertainty of the mean  (u(x̅))   

0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

Efficiency difference (𝐏𝐟 − 𝐏𝐢) 

-0.7 -0.4 -0.3 -0.5 -0.7 -1.8 -0.6 -0.6 -0.2 -0.3 -0.4 -0.8 

Combined standard uncertainty (𝐮𝐜(𝐳)) 

0.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 

 

                                                 
5 For remarks of the date’s refer to Table 4.3 
6 Combined standard uncertainty 
7 P1f is the final day average efficiency of polycrystalline module number 1 
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The result in Table 4.5 also shows that, the daily average efficiency for the initial day of the 

experiment, for all the modules, is about 16.1±0.4 % as well as the daily average efficiency 

for all the modules, after the last cleaning day is about 15.5±0.8 %. Therefore, averagely 

there is 0.6% decrease in efficiency. However, as the combined uncertainty of the average 

efficiency difference is ±0.9 %; statistically the reduction in efficiency is insignificant.  

 

4.1.2. Thin film-CS  

To investigate the effect of soiling on the power output of thin film modules and select the 

best cleaning strategy, similar cleaning procedures as the polycrystalline-Si have also been 

implemented on the thin film CdTe modules.  

 

Figure 4.25 show the total tilted irradiance (GT) received on the surface of the thin film 

modules from 21-Jan-16 until 23-May-16. During this experiment, data’s from 2-17-Feb-

2016 and 25-Feb-2016- 21-Mar-2016 have been missing either from the weather station or 

the I-V measurements.  

 

 
Figure 4.25 Total tilted irradiance GT received by the pyranometer vs. date time starting 21-Jan-16 until 

20-June-16 (color-coding is with respect to GT). 

 

In addition, as there was a measurement error with the I-V characteristics of thin film 

modules number 19 and 20 (TF19 and TF20) between 23-Mar-2016-31-May-2016 

therefore, when comparing TF19 with TF17 as well as TF20 with TF18 only data apart 

from these days has been used for the four modules. However data’s from modules TF21, 

TF22, TF23, and TF24 have been analyzed the same as the polycrystalline modules. 
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Figure 4.26 Efficiency curves of the un-cleaned (left) and the cleaned (right) thin film-CdTe modules vs. 

GT measured from 21-Jan-16 until 20-June-16 (color-coding is with respect to GT). 
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Figure 4.26 shows that the efficiency curves of four un-cleaned modules (left) of which, 

two of the modules (TF17 and TF18) are with anti-reflective coated (ARC) glass. Similarly, 

two of (TF19 and TF20) the four cleaned modules (right) are with anti-reflective coated 

glass while the remaining modules are without anti-reflective coated glass.  

 

Comparing to the polycrystalline efficiency curves in Figure 4.14 the thin film-CdTe 

modules have a lower low-light performance as shown in Figure 4.26. In addition, the 

maximum efficiency achieved for all the TF modules are lower than the polycrystalline 

modules. Moreover, there is no decline in efficiency of the thin film CdTe modules for 

higher global irradiance as in the case of polycrystalline-Si modules. 

 

From visual inspection of Figure 4.26 as well as the calculated average efficiency of TF 
modules 18, 19, 20, 21 and 23 at about 1000 W/m2 is approximately 13 % where as TF 
modules 22 and 24 have an average efficiency of 12 %. However TF module 17 shows a 
higher efficiency which is about 14 %. 
 

Besides, the overall calculated average efficiency of the TF 17, 18 ,19, 20, 21, 22, 23, and 

24 for the whole measurement period are 12.25 %, 11.42 %, 11.32 %, 11.09 %, 11.58 %, 

10.69 %, 11.46 %,  and 10.79 % respectively with uncertainty of ±0.04 % as shown in 

Table 4.6.  
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Figure 4.27 Efficiency variation of the un-cleaned (left) and the cleaned (right) thin film-CdTe modules vs. 

time series measured from 21-Jan-16 until 20-June-16 (color-coding is with respect to GT). 
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Furthermore, though the maximum power out of the TF modules has been compensated 

for the effect of temperature the power output of the TF modules, in the TF18 case is 

approximately 90 W as shown in Figure 4.28 and Figure 4.29, which is lower than the 

expected power output at 1000 W m2⁄ , which is 100 W.  

 

 
Figure 4.28 Temperature corrected maximum power output vs. GT of TF22 CdTe module measured from 

21-Jan-16 until 20-June-16 (color-coding is with respect to GT). 

 

This difference could be due to the incidence angle effect in the outdoor experiment, the 

temperature difference between the actual module temperature and the back module 

temperature that used to correct the temperature effect, electrical losses, as well as 

degradation of modules through time.  

 

 
Figure 4.29 Temperature corrected maximum power output vs. time series of TF22 CdTe module 

measured from 21-Jan-16 until 20-June-16 (color-coding is with respect to GT). 

 
From Figure 4.28 it can be seen also that comparing to the polycrystalline-Si module, the 

CdTe thin film module does not respond much to a solar irradiance less than 150 W m2⁄ .  
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Table 4.6 Daily average temperature corrected efficiency and their relative efficiency of the cleaned modules 
with respect to the uncleaned modules of thin film CdTe with its uncertainty. 

Thin film-CdTe Modules 

No. Date8 

Temperature corrected efficiency (𝜼𝑻) (%) 

Relative efficiency 
with ARC glass without ARC glass 

 
un-clean clean clean un-clean 

TF17 

(B) 

TF18 

(D) 

TF19 

(F) 

TF20 

(H) 

TF21 

(G) 

TF22 

(E) 

TF23 

(C) 

TF24 

(A) 
u(x̅)9 E/A F/B G/C H/D uc(z)10 

1 21-Jan-16 11.9 11.2 11.5 11.3 11.1 10.4 11.4 10.9 ±0.4 0.95 0.96 0.97 1.00 ±0.05 

2 23-Jan-16 12.0 11.4 11.8 11.6 11.4 10.6 11.7 11.2 ±0.4 0,95 0.98 0.97 1.01 ±0.04 

3 01-Feb-16 12.6 11.5 11.9 11.7 11.6 10.7 11.7 11.1 ±0.4 0.97 0.94 0.99 1.02 ±0.04 

4 17-Feb-16 12.3 11.4 11.5 11.3 11.3 10.5 12.3 11.4 ±0.6 0.92 0.94 0.92 0.99 ±0.07 

5 19-Apr-16 11.8 11.2   11.3 10.5 11.2 10.5 ±0.6 1.00  1.01  ±0.08 

6 24-Apr-16 12.9 12.1   12.4 11.5 12.2 11.5 ±0.3 1.00  1.02  ±0.04 

7 2-May-16 13.0 11.9   12.1 11.2 12.0 11.2 ±0.3 1.00  1.02  ±0.04 

8 4-May-16 12.6 11.8   12.1 11.2 11.9 11.1 ±0.3 1.00  1.02  ±0.04 

9 16-May-16 13.5 12.4   12.7 11.7 12.5 11.8 ±0.3 1.00  1.01  ±0.04 

10 18-May-16 13.0 12.1   12.4 11.4 12.2 11.5 ±0.3 0.99  1.01  ±0.03 

11 31-May-16 12.3 11.5   11.7 10.8 11.5 10.8 ±0.4 1.01  1.02  ±0.06 

12 4-June-16 13.0 12.0 12.1 11.8 12.6 11.6 12.2 11.4 ±0.4 1.02 0.93 1.03 0.99 ±0.04 

13 14-June-16 10.6 10.0 9.9 9.7 10.1 9.4 10.0 9.5 ±0.5 0.99 0.93 1.01 0.97 ±0.07 

14 16-June-16 12.4 11.6 11.6 11.2 11.9 11.0 11.4 10.7 ±0.3 1.02 0.93 1.04 0.97 ±0.04 

15 

Average 

for 5 

months 

12.25 11.42 11.32 11.09 11.58 10.69 11.46 10.79 ±0.04 0.99 0.93 1.01 0.98 ±0.01 

 
 
As shown from Table 4.6 as well as from Figure 4.30 and Figure 4.31 it is possible to see 
how to relative efficiency of the thin film modules varies with time and by comparing the 
initial (23-Jan-16) values of the relative efficiency after all the modules are cleaned with the 
final (16-May-16) values of the relative efficiency of modules after all the modules have 
been cleaned it is found that TF22 perform 7% better than the reference un-cleaned 
module TF24 and similarly; TF21 performs 7% higher than TF23. However, as the 
combined standard uncertainty in both cases is ±6 % the increase in efficiency is 
insignificant. As these modules (TF21, TF22, TF23, and TF24) are without ARC and all 
are treated with AS product; the above result shows that it is only enough to clean the 
modules with distilled water and treat them with the AS product ones during this season of 
the year.   
 
Furthermore, modules with ARC glass (TF17, TF18, TF19, and TF20) shows that cleaning 
the modules with only distilled water (TF19) or dry-cleaned after cleaned with distilled 
water(TF20) decreases the performance of the modules by 5 % and 4 % comparing to its 
respective reference un-cleaned modules TF17 and TF18 respectively. However, similar to 
the modules without ARC, as the combined standard uncertainty in both cases is ±6 % the 
decrease in efficiency is insignificant. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
8 For remarks of the date’s refer to Table 4.3 
9 Standard deviation uncertainty in the mean 
10 Combined standard uncertainty 
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Figure 4.30 The temperature corrected efficiency of the un-cleaned modules with its respective cleaned 
reference module (these modules are without ARC glasses and the black dots indicating the dates when the 
clean modules are cleaned).  
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Figure 4.31 The temperature corrected efficiency of the un-cleaned modules with its respective cleaned 
reference module (these modules are with ARC glasses and the black dots indicating the dates when the 
clean modules are cleaned).  
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Finally, Figure 4.32 shows that the relative efficiency for the whole period of measurement 
for both TF21 to TF23 and TF22 to TF24 and from visual inspection the relative 
efficiency increases with time and has an approximate value of one for a higher solar 
irradiance.   
 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.32 The relative efficiency of TF22/TF24 (E/A) (top) and TF21/TF23 (G/C) (bottom) vs. 

GT as well as date time measured from 21-Jan-16 until 20-June-16 (color-coding is with respect to GT). 
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5 Conclusions  

During this experiment, it has been observed that the efficiency of the polycrystalline-Si 

modules shows a clear decline for a higher in-plane global irradiation. However, the thin 

film CdTe modules did not show any sign of decline in efficiency for similar weather 

conditions. Therefore, this property makes the thin film modules made from CdTe best 

suited for areas where the solar irradiance is high. 

 

Generally for the polycrystalline modules it is found that the average temperature 

corrected efficiency during the period of the experiment has been 15.00±0.08 % and for 

the thin film-CdTe with ARC is 11.52% and for the thin film without ARC is about 

11.13% with standard uncertainty of ±0.01 %.  

 

Besides, by comparing the initial relative average efficiency of the polycrystalline-Si 

modules when all the modules have been cleaned for the first time (22-Jan-16), and the 

final relative efficiency; after the last cleaning schedule which is when all the reference 

modules E, F, G, and H have been cleaned for the last time (16-June-16), it is found that 

poly3 performs 2 % and 3 % better than poly1 and poly16 respectively, poly13 performs 1 

% better than poly15 as well as poly5 and poly12 performs 1 % and 2 % better than 

poly10 respectively. Besides, poly5 and poly12 performs a 9 % and 11 % better than poly7 

which is mostly could be due to the existence of high series resistance in poly7 module. 

Furthermore, there is no change in performance between poly6 and poly9 as well as poly4 

and poly15. However, as the combined uncertainty is about 2 % the increase in 

performance of poly3 to poly1, poly13 to poly15 as well as poly5 and poly12 to poly10 is 

insignificant.  

 

In addition, by comparing the initial (23-Jan-16) values of the relative efficiency of the thin 
film CdTe modules after all the modules are cleaned with the final (16-May-16) values of 
the relative efficiency of modules after all the modules have been cleaned it is found that 
TF22 perform 7% better than the reference un-cleaned module TF24 and similarly; TF21 
performs 7% higher than TF23. However, as the combined standard uncertainty in both 
cases is ±6 % the increase in efficiency is insignificant. As these modules (TF21, TF22, 
TF23, and TF24) are without ARC and all are treated with AS product; the result shows 
that it is enough to clean the modules with distilled water and treat them with the AS 
product ones during this season (January-June) of the year.   
 
Furthermore, modules with ARC glass (TF17, TF18, TF19, and TF20) shows that cleaning 
the modules with only distilled water (TF19) or dry-cleaned after cleaned with distilled 
water(TF20) decreases the performance of the modules by 5 % and 4 % comparing to its 
respective reference un-cleaned modules TF17 and TF18 respectively. However, similar to 
the modules without ARC, as the combined standard uncertainty in both cases is ±6 % the 
decrease in efficiency is insignificant. 
 
Generally, in both module types, the increase in performance of the cleaned modules 

comparing to the uncleaned modules are insignificant during this experiment. This result 

could be because a heavy rain was rained in the middle of April and cleaned all the 

modules and sent back the experiment to its starting point. However, as more and more 

dust particles will be collected with time in the un-cleaned modules it is expected that the 

relative efficiency of the cleaned modules with respect to the reference uncleaned modules 
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will also increase with time especially during the dry season. Therefore, to see the effect of 

soiling during the dry season, more data’s should be collected for a longer period.    

 

Finally, considering the cost of cleaning and shortage of water in arid and semi-arid areas 

this experiment concludes it is good idea to use glass coating treatment so that the 

modules will produce power without a significant reduction of efficiency for a period of 

one to four months in the given environmental conditions as modules treated with this 

glass coating product did not show a significant power reduction during the course of the 

experiment, however further investigation is required in order to be used as a cleaning 

mechanism. 

 

 Future work  5.1

 Further analysis of at list a whole year measured data from the test site to see the 

effect of soiling and to suggest the best cleaning strategy from the proposed ones. 

 

 I-V curve fitting before further analysis in order to get more accurate result of the 

soiling effect. 

 Using the calculated module temperature instead of the back module temperature 

to correct the effect of temperature on the power production. 

 

 Filtering out the outlier data points due to inaccurate measurements.  
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7 Appendix  

A 

MATLAB Scripts 

This Mat lab script have been used to import the CSV files downloaded from data center as a table format 

and rename the each columns of the table according to the values in it. Then the power output for each point 

in the measured I-V values were calculated and for each curve the temperature corrected maximum power 

output have been calculated. Finally the temperature corrected efficiency of each module in a time interval of 

10 min was calculated.   
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 

%% Polycrystalline 
%% Importing the polycrystalline data (from CSV file format) 

function Polycrystalline1 = importfile_poly(filename, startRow, endRow) 

%% Initialize variables 

delimiter = ';'; 
if nargin<=2 
    startRow = 2; 
    endRow = inf; 
end 

%% Read columns of data as strings: 

formatSpec = 
'%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%

q%q%q%q%[^\n\r]'; 

%% Open the text file. 

fileID = fopen(filename,'r'); 

%% Read columns of data according to format string. 

dataArray = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, endRow(1)-startRow(1)+1, 'Delimiter', delimiter, 'HeaderLines', startRow(1)-1, 'ReturnOnError', false); 
for block=2:length(startRow) 
    frewind(fileID); 
    dataArrayBlock = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, endRow(block)-startRow(block)+1, 'Delimiter', delimiter, 'HeaderLines', startRow(block)-1, 
'ReturnOnError', false); 
    for col=1:length(dataArray) 
        dataArray{col} = [dataArray{col};dataArrayBlock{col}]; 
    end 

end 

%% Close the text file. 

fclose(fileID); 

%% Convert the contents of columns containing numeric strings to numbers. 
%Replace non-numeric strings with NaN. 

raw = repmat({''},length(dataArray{1}),length(dataArray)-1); 
for col=1:length(dataArray)-1 
    raw(1:length(dataArray{col}),col) = dataArray{col}; 
end 
numericData = NaN(size(dataArray{1},1),size(dataArray,2)); 
 
for col=[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49] 
    % Converts strings in the input cell array to numbers. Replaced non-numeric 
    % strings with NaN. 
    rawData = dataArray{col}; 
    for row=1:size(rawData, 1); 
        % Create a regular expression to detect and remove non-numeric prefixes and 
        % suffixes. 
        regexstr = '(?<prefix>.*?)(?<numbers>([-]*(\d+[\,]*)+[\.]{0,1}\d*[eEdD]{0,1}[-+]*\d*[i]{0,1})|([-]*(\d+[\,]*)*[\.]{1,1}\d+[eEdD]{0,1}[-
+]*\d*[i]{0,1}))(?<suffix>.*)'; 
        try 
            result = regexp(rawData{row}, regexstr, 'names'); 
            numbers = result.numbers; 
 
            % Detected commas in non-thousand locations. 
            invalidThousandsSeparator = false; 
            if any(numbers==','); 
                thousandsRegExp = '^\d+?(\,\d{3})*\.{0,1}\d*$'; 
                if isempty(regexp(thousandsRegExp, ',', 'once')); 
                    numbers = NaN; 
                    invalidThousandsSeparator = true; 
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                end 
            end 
            % Convert numeric strings to numbers. 
            if ~invalidThousandsSeparator; 
                numbers = textscan(strrep(numbers, ',', ''), '%f'); 
                numericData(row, col) = numbers{1}; 
                raw{row, col} = numbers{1}; 
            end 
        catch me 
        end 
    end 

end 

%% Replace non-numeric cells with NaN 

R = cellfun(@(x) ~isnumeric(x) && ~islogical(x),raw); % Find non-numeric cells 

raw(R) = {NaN}; % Replace non-numeric cells 

%% Create output variable 

Polycrystalline1 = table; 
Polycrystalline1.ID = cell2mat(raw(:, 1)); 
Polycrystalline1.FIFOSPACE = cell2mat(raw(:, 2)); 
Polycrystalline1.YEAR = cell2mat(raw(:, 3)); 
Polycrystalline1.MONTH = cell2mat(raw(:, 4)); 
Polycrystalline1.DATE = cell2mat(raw(:, 5)); 
Polycrystalline1.HOUR = cell2mat(raw(:, 6)); 
Polycrystalline1.MINUTE = cell2mat(raw(:, 7)); 
Polycrystalline1.SECOND = cell2mat(raw(:, 8)); 
Polycrystalline1.TEMPERATURE = cell2mat(raw(:, 9)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE0 = cell2mat(raw(:, 10)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT0 = cell2mat(raw(:, 11)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE1 = cell2mat(raw(:, 12)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT1 = cell2mat(raw(:, 13)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE2 = cell2mat(raw(:, 14)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT2 = cell2mat(raw(:, 15)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE3 = cell2mat(raw(:, 16)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT3 = cell2mat(raw(:, 17)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE4 = cell2mat(raw(:, 18)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT4 = cell2mat(raw(:, 19)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE5 = cell2mat(raw(:, 20)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT5 = cell2mat(raw(:, 21)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE6 = cell2mat(raw(:, 22)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT6 = cell2mat(raw(:, 23)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE7 = cell2mat(raw(:, 24)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT7 = cell2mat(raw(:, 25)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE8 = cell2mat(raw(:, 26)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT8 = cell2mat(raw(:, 27)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE9 = cell2mat(raw(:, 28)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT9 = cell2mat(raw(:, 29)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE10 = cell2mat(raw(:, 30)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT10 = cell2mat(raw(:, 31)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE11 = cell2mat(raw(:, 32)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT11 = cell2mat(raw(:, 33)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE12 = cell2mat(raw(:, 34)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT12 = cell2mat(raw(:, 35)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE13 = cell2mat(raw(:, 36)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT13 = cell2mat(raw(:, 37)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE14 = cell2mat(raw(:, 38)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT14 = cell2mat(raw(:, 39)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE15 = cell2mat(raw(:, 40)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT15 = cell2mat(raw(:, 41)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE16 = cell2mat(raw(:, 42)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT16 = cell2mat(raw(:, 43)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE17 = cell2mat(raw(:, 44)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT17 = cell2mat(raw(:, 45)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE18 = cell2mat(raw(:, 46)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT18 = cell2mat(raw(:, 47)); 
Polycrystalline1.VOLTAGE19 = cell2mat(raw(:, 48)); 
Polycrystalline1.CURRENT19 = cell2mat(raw(:, 49)); 

 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%% Run the program  
  

Polycrystalline1 = importfile_poly('Polycrystalline1.csv', 2, 8987); 
Polycrystalline3 = importfile_poly('Polycrystalline3.csv', 2, 8987); 
Polycrystalline4 = importfile_poly('Polycrystalline4.csv', 2, 8987); 
Polycrystalline5 = importfile_poly('Polycrystalline5.csv', 2, 8987); 
Polycrystalline6 = importfile_poly('Polycrystalline6.csv', 2, 8987); 
Polycrystalline7 = importfile_poly('Polycrystalline7.csv', 2, 8987); 
Polycrystalline9 = importfile_poly('Polycrystalline9.csv', 2, 8987); 
Polycrystalline10 = importfile_poly('Polycrystalline10.csv', 2, 8987); 
Polycrystalline12 = importfile_poly('Polycrystalline12.csv', 2, 8987); 
Polycrystalline14 = importfile_poly('Polycrystalline14.csv', 2, 8987); 
Polycrystalline15 = importfile_poly('Polycrystalline15.csv', 2, 8987); 
Polycrystalline16 = importfile_poly('Polycrystalline16.csv', 2, 8987); 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
 
%% Calculating the power output of each I-V pair and the Pmax on the I-V curve of the polycrystalline and put it in to a new file Polyc1.  
  
%% Referee to Equation 3.1 
  

% Max power output 
Polycrystalline1.Voltagep1 = Polycrystalline1(':',{'V0','V1','V2','V3','V4','V5','V6','V7','V8','V9','V10','V11','V12','V13','V14','V15','V16','V17','V18','V19'}); 
Polycrystalline1.Currentp1 = Polycrystalline1(':',{'I0','I1','I2','I3','I4','I5','I6','I7','I8','I9','I10','I11','I12','I13','I14','I15','I16','I17','I18','I19'}); 
Polycrystalline1.powerp1 = table2array(Polycrystalline1.Voltagep1).*table2array(Polycrystalline1.Currentp1); 
Polycrystalline1.powerp1 = array2table(Polycrystalline1.powerp1); 
Polycrystalline1.Pmaxp1 = max(table2array(Polycrystalline1.powerp1),[],2); 
Polycrystalline1.Properties.VariableNames{9} = 'Module_temperature_p1'; 
Polyc1=Polycrystalline1(':',{'ID','Year','Month','Day','Hour','Minute','Module_temperature_p1','Pmaxp1'}); 
 
Polycrystalline3.Voltagep3 = Polycrystalline3(':',{'V0','V1','V2','V3','V4','V5','V6','V7','V8','V9','V10','V11','V12','V13','V14','V15','V16','V17','V18','V19'}); 
Polycrystalline3.Currentp3 = Polycrystalline3(':',{'I0','I1','I2','I3','I4','I5','I6','I7','I8','I9','I10','I11','I12','I13','I14','I15','I16','I17','I18','I19'}); 
Polycrystalline3.powerp3 = table2array(Polycrystalline3.Voltagep3).*table2array(Polycrystalline3.Currentp3); 
Polycrystalline3.powerp3 = array2table(Polycrystalline3.powerp3); 
Polycrystalline3.Pmaxp3 = max(table2array(Polycrystalline3.powerp3),[],2); 
Polycrystalline3.Properties.VariableNames{9} = 'Module_temperature_p3'; 
Polyc3=Polycrystalline3(':',{'ID','Year','Month','Day','Hour','Minute','Module_temperature_p3','Pmaxp3'}); 
 
Polycrystalline4.Voltagep4 = Polycrystalline4(':',{'V0','V1','V2','V3','V4','V5','V6','V7','V8','V9','V10','V11','V12','V13','V14','V15','V16','V17','V18','V19'}); 
Polycrystalline4.Currentp4 = Polycrystalline4(':',{'I0','I1','I2','I3','I4','I5','I6','I7','I8','I9','I10','I11','I12','I13','I14','I15','I16','I17','I18','I19'}); 
Polycrystalline4.powerp4 = table2array(Polycrystalline4.Voltagep4).*table2array(Polycrystalline4.Currentp4); 
Polycrystalline4.powerp4 = array2table(Polycrystalline4.powerp4); 
Polycrystalline4.Pmaxp4 = max(table2array(Polycrystalline4.powerp4),[],2); 
Polycrystalline4.Properties.VariableNames{9} = 'Module_temperature_p4'; 
Polyc4=Polycrystalline4(':',{'ID','Year','Month','Day','Hour','Minute','Module_temperature_p4','Pmaxp4'}); 
 
Polycrystalline5.Voltagep5 = Polycrystalline5(':',{'V0','V1','V2','V3','V4','V5','V6','V7','V8','V9','V10','V11','V12','V13','V14','V15','V16','V17','V18','V19'}); 
Polycrystalline5.Currentp5 = Polycrystalline5(':',{'I0','I1','I2','I3','I4','I5','I6','I7','I8','I9','I10','I11','I12','I13','I14','I15','I16','I17','I18','I19'}); 
Polycrystalline5.powerp5 = table2array(Polycrystalline5.Voltagep5).*table2array(Polycrystalline5.Currentp5); 
Polycrystalline5.powerp5 = array2table(Polycrystalline5.powerp5); 
Polycrystalline5.Pmaxp5 = max(table2array(Polycrystalline5.powerp5),[],2); 
Polycrystalline5.Properties.VariableNames{9} = 'Module_temperature_p5'; 
Polyc5=Polycrystalline5(':',{'ID','Year','Month','Day','Hour','Minute','Module_temperature_p5','Pmaxp5'}); 
 
Polycrystalline6.Voltagep6 = Polycrystalline6(':',{'V0','V1','V2','V3','V4','V5','V6','V7','V8','V9','V10','V11','V12','V13','V14','V15','V16','V17','V18','V19'}); 
Polycrystalline6.Currentp6 = Polycrystalline6(':',{'I0','I1','I2','I3','I4','I5','I6','I7','I8','I9','I10','I11','I12','I13','I14','I15','I16','I17','I18','I19'}); 
Polycrystalline6.powerp6 = table2array(Polycrystalline6.Voltagep6).*table2array(Polycrystalline6.Currentp6); 
Polycrystalline6.powerp6 = array2table(Polycrystalline6.powerp6); 
Polycrystalline6.Pmaxp6 = max(table2array(Polycrystalline6.powerp6),[],2); 
Polycrystalline6.Properties.VariableNames{9} = 'Module_temperature_p6'; 
Polyc6=Polycrystalline6(':',{'ID','Year','Month','Day','Hour','Minute','Module_temperature_p6','Pmaxp6'}); 
 
Polycrystalline7.Voltagep7 = Polycrystalline7(':',{'V0','V1','V2','V3','V4','V5','V6','V7','V8','V9','V10','V11','V12','V13','V14','V15','V16','V17','V18','V19'}); 
Polycrystalline7.Currentp7 = Polycrystalline7(':',{'I0','I1','I2','I3','I4','I5','I6','I7','I8','I9','I10','I11','I12','I13','I14','I15','I16','I17','I18','I19'}); 
Polycrystalline7.powerp7 = table2array(Polycrystalline7.Voltagep7).*table2array(Polycrystalline7.Currentp7); 
Polycrystalline7.powerp7 = array2table(Polycrystalline7.powerp7); 
Polycrystalline7.Pmaxp7 = max(table2array(Polycrystalline7.powerp7),[],2); 
Polycrystalline7.Properties.VariableNames{9} = 'Module_temperature_p7'; 
Polyc7=Polycrystalline7(':',{'ID','Year','Month','Day','Hour','Minute','Module_temperature_p7','Pmaxp7'}); 
 
Polycrystalline9.Voltagep9 = Polycrystalline9(':',{'V0','V1','V2','V3','V4','V5','V6','V7','V8','V9','V10','V11','V12','V13','V14','V15','V16','V17','V18','V19'}); 
Polycrystalline9.Currentp9 = Polycrystalline9(':',{'I0','I1','I2','I3','I4','I5','I6','I7','I8','I9','I10','I11','I12','I13','I14','I15','I16','I17','I18','I19'}); 
Polycrystalline9.powerp9 = table2array(Polycrystalline9.Voltagep9).*table2array(Polycrystalline9.Currentp9); 
Polycrystalline9.powerp9 = array2table(Polycrystalline9.powerp9); 
Polycrystalline9.Pmaxp9 = max(table2array(Polycrystalline9.powerp9),[],2); 
Polycrystalline9.Properties.VariableNames{9} = 'Module_temperature_p9'; 
Polyc9=Polycrystalline9(':',{'ID','Year','Month','Day','Hour','Minute','Module_temperature_p9','Pmaxp9'}); 
 
Polycrystalline10.Voltagep10 = Polycrystalline10(':',{'V0','V1','V2','V3','V4','V5','V6','V7','V8','V9','V10','V11','V12','V13','V14','V15','V16','V17','V18','V19'}); 
Polycrystalline10.Currentp10 = Polycrystalline10(':',{'I0','I1','I2','I3','I4','I5','I6','I7','I8','I9','I10','I11','I12','I13','I14','I15','I16','I17','I18','I19'}); 
Polycrystalline10.powerp10 = table2array(Polycrystalline10.Voltagep10).*table2array(Polycrystalline10.Currentp10); 
Polycrystalline10.powerp10 = array2table(Polycrystalline10.powerp10); 
Polycrystalline10.Pmaxp10 = max(table2array(Polycrystalline10.powerp10),[],2); 
Polycrystalline10.Properties.VariableNames{9} = 'Module_temperature_p10'; 
Polyc10=Polycrystalline10(':',{'ID','Year','Month','Day','Hour','Minute','Module_temperature_p10','Pmaxp10'}); 
 
Polycrystalline12.Voltagep12 = Polycrystalline12(':',{'V0','V1','V2','V3','V4','V5','V6','V7','V8','V9','V10','V11','V12','V13','V14','V15','V16','V17','V18','V19'}); 
Polycrystalline12.Currentp12 = Polycrystalline12(':',{'I0','I1','I2','I3','I4','I5','I6','I7','I8','I9','I10','I11','I12','I13','I14','I15','I16','I17','I18','I19'}); 
Polycrystalline12.powerp12 = table2array(Polycrystalline12.Voltagep12).*table2array(Polycrystalline12.Currentp12); 
Polycrystalline12.powerp12 = array2table(Polycrystalline12.powerp12); 
Polycrystalline12.Pmaxp12 = max(table2array(Polycrystalline12.powerp12),[],2); 
Polycrystalline12.Properties.VariableNames{9} = 'Module_temperature_p12'; 
Polyc12=Polycrystalline12(':',{'ID','Year','Month','Day','Hour','Minute','Module_temperature_p12','Pmaxp12'}); 
 
Polycrystalline13.Voltagep13 = Polycrystalline13(':',{'V0','V1','V2','V3','V4','V5','V6','V7','V8','V9','V10','V11','V12','V13','V14','V15','V16','V17','V18','V19'}); 
Polycrystalline13.Currentp13 = Polycrystalline13(':',{'I0','I1','I2','I3','I4','I5','I6','I7','I8','I9','I10','I11','I12','I13','I14','I15','I16','I17','I18','I19'}); 
Polycrystalline13.powerp13 = table2array(Polycrystalline13.Voltagep13).*table2array(Polycrystalline13.Currentp13); 
Polycrystalline13.powerp13 = array2table(Polycrystalline13.powerp13); 
Polycrystalline13.Pmaxp13 = max(table2array(Polycrystalline13.powerp13),[],2); 
Polycrystalline13.Properties.VariableNames{9} = 'Module_temperature_p13'; 
Polyc13=Polycrystalline13(':',{'ID','Year','Month','Day','Hour','Minute','Module_temperature_p13','Pmaxp13'}); 
 
Polycrystalline15.Voltagep15 = Polycrystalline15(':',{'V0','V1','V2','V3','V4','V5','V6','V7','V8','V9','V10','V11','V12','V13','V14','V15','V16','V17','V18','V19'}); 
Polycrystalline15.Currentp15 = Polycrystalline15(':',{'I0','I1','I2','I3','I4','I5','I6','I7','I8','I9','I10','I11','I12','I13','I14','I15','I16','I17','I18','I19'}); 
Polycrystalline15.powerp15 = table2array(Polycrystalline15.Voltagep15).*table2array(Polycrystalline15.Currentp15); 
Polycrystalline15.powerp15 = array2table(Polycrystalline15.powerp15); 
Polycrystalline15.Pmaxp15 = max(table2array(Polycrystalline15.powerp15),[],2); 
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Polycrystalline15.Properties.VariableNames{9} = 'Module_temperature_p15'; 
Polyc15=Polycrystalline15(':',{'ID','Year','Month','Day','Hour','Minute','Module_temperature_p15','Pmaxp15'}); 
 
Polycrystalline16.Voltagep16 = Polycrystalline16(':',{'V0','V1','V2','V3','V4','V5','V6','V7','V8','V9','V10','V11','V12','V13','V14','V15','V16','V17','V18','V19'}); 
Polycrystalline16.Currentp16 = Polycrystalline16(':',{'I0','I1','I2','I3','I4','I5','I6','I7','I8','I9','I10','I11','I12','I13','I14','I15','I16','I17','I18','I19'}); 
Polycrystalline16.powerp16 = table2array(Polycrystalline16.Voltagep16).*table2array(Polycrystalline16.Currentp16); 
Polycrystalline16.powerp16 = array2table(Polycrystalline16.powerp16); 
Polycrystalline16.Pmaxp16 = max(table2array(Polycrystalline16.powerp16),[],2); 
Polycrystalline16.Properties.VariableNames{9} = 'Module_temperature_p16'; 

Polyc16=Polycrystalline16(':',{'ID','Year','Month','Day','Hour','Minute','Module_temperature_p16','Pmaxp16'}); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
  
%% Importing the weather data (from CSV file format) 
  

function MasterController25 = importfile_MC(filename, startRow, endRow) 

%% Initialize variables. 

delimiter = ';'; 
if nargin<=2 
    startRow = 2; 
    endRow = inf; 
end 

%% Read columns of data as strings: 

formatSpec = 
'%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%

q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%[^\n\r]'; 

%% Open the text file. 

fileID = fopen(filename,'r'); 

 

%% Read columns of data according to format string. 

dataArray = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, endRow(1)-startRow(1)+1, 'Delimiter', delimiter, 'HeaderLines', startRow(1)-1, 'ReturnOnError', false); 
for block=2:length(startRow) 
    frewind(fileID); 
    dataArrayBlock = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, endRow(block)-startRow(block)+1, 'Delimiter', delimiter, 'HeaderLines', startRow(block)-1, 
'ReturnOnError', false); 
    for col=1:length(dataArray) 
        dataArray{col} = [dataArray{col};dataArrayBlock{col}]; 
    end 

end 

%% Close the text file. 

fclose(fileID); 

%% Convert the contents of columns containing numeric strings to numbers. 
% Replace non-numeric strings with NaN. 

raw = repmat({''},length(dataArray{1}),length(dataArray)-1); 
for col=1:length(dataArray)-1 
    raw(1:length(dataArray{col}),col) = dataArray{col}; 
end 
numericData = NaN(size(dataArray{1},1),size(dataArray,2)); 
 
for 
col=[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,
55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70,71,72,73,74,75,76,77,78,79,80] 
    % Converts strings in the input cell array to numbers. Replaced non-numeric 
    % strings with NaN. 
    rawData = dataArray{col}; 
    for row=1:size(rawData, 1); 
        % Create a regular expression to detect and remove non-numeric prefixes and 
        % suffixes. 
        regexstr = '(?<prefix>.*?)(?<numbers>([-]*(\d+[\,]*)+[\.]{0,1}\d*[eEdD]{0,1}[-+]*\d*[i]{0,1})|([-]*(\d+[\,]*)*[\.]{1,1}\d+[eEdD]{0,1}[-
+]*\d*[i]{0,1}))(?<suffix>.*)'; 
        try 
            result = regexp(rawData{row}, regexstr, 'names'); 
            numbers = result.numbers; 
 
            % Detected commas in non-thousand locations. 
            invalidThousandsSeparator = false; 
            if any(numbers==','); 
                thousandsRegExp = '^\d+?(\,\d{3})*\.{0,1}\d*$'; 
                if isempty(regexp(thousandsRegExp, ',', 'once')); 
                    numbers = NaN; 
                    invalidThousandsSeparator = true; 

                end 
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            end 
            % Convert numeric strings to numbers. 
            if ~invalidThousandsSeparator; 
                numbers = textscan(strrep(numbers, ',', ''), '%f'); 
                numericData(row, col) = numbers{1}; 
                raw{row, col} = numbers{1}; 
            end 
        catch me 
        end 
    end 
end 

%% Replace non-numeric cells with NaN 

R = cellfun(@(x) ~isnumeric(x) && ~islogical(x),raw); % Find non-numeric cells 
raw(R) = {NaN}; % Replace non-numeric cells 

%% Create output variable 

MasterController25 = table; 
MasterController25.ID = cell2mat(raw(:, 1)); 
MasterController25.FIFOSPACE = cell2mat(raw(:, 2)); 
MasterController25.YEAR = cell2mat(raw(:, 3)); 
MasterController25.MONTH = cell2mat(raw(:, 4)); 
MasterController25.DATE = cell2mat(raw(:, 5)); 
MasterController25.HOUR = cell2mat(raw(:, 6)); 
MasterController25.MINUTE = cell2mat(raw(:, 7)); 
MasterController25.SECOND = cell2mat(raw(:, 8)); 
MasterController25.Avg_Wind_Spd = cell2mat(raw(:, 9)); 
MasterController25.Max_Wind_Spd = cell2mat(raw(:, 10)); 
MasterController25.Min_Wind_Spd = cell2mat(raw(:, 11)); 
MasterController25.Avg_Temp = cell2mat(raw(:, 12)); 
MasterController25.Max_Temp = cell2mat(raw(:, 13)); 
MasterController25.Min_Temp = cell2mat(raw(:, 14)); 
MasterController25.Avg_Humidity = cell2mat(raw(:, 15)); 
MasterController25.Max_Humidity = cell2mat(raw(:, 16)); 
MasterController25.Min_Humidity = cell2mat(raw(:, 17)); 
MasterController25.Avg_Pres = cell2mat(raw(:, 18)); 
MasterController25.Max_Pres = cell2mat(raw(:, 19)); 
MasterController25.Min_Pres = cell2mat(raw(:, 20)); 
MasterController25.Interval_Rain = cell2mat(raw(:, 21)); 
MasterController25.Avg_V_WS = cell2mat(raw(:, 22)); 
MasterController25.Total_Rain_Today = cell2mat(raw(:, 23)); 
MasterController25.WinDir_N = cell2mat(raw(:, 24)); 
MasterController25.WinDir_NNE = cell2mat(raw(:, 25)); 
MasterController25.WinDir_NE = cell2mat(raw(:, 26)); 
MasterController25.WinDir_ENE = cell2mat(raw(:, 27)); 
MasterController25.WinDir_E = cell2mat(raw(:, 28)); 
MasterController25.WinDir_ESE = cell2mat(raw(:, 29)); 
MasterController25.WinDir_SE = cell2mat(raw(:, 30)); 
MasterController25.WinDir_SSE = cell2mat(raw(:, 31)); 
MasterController25.WinDir_S = cell2mat(raw(:, 32)); 
MasterController25.WinDir_SSW = cell2mat(raw(:, 33)); 
MasterController25.WinDir_SW = cell2mat(raw(:, 34)); 
MasterController25.WinDir_WSW = cell2mat(raw(:, 35)); 
MasterController25.WinDir_W = cell2mat(raw(:, 36)); 
MasterController25.WinDir_WNW = cell2mat(raw(:, 37)); 
MasterController25.WinDir_NW = cell2mat(raw(:, 38)); 
MasterController25.WinDir_NNW = cell2mat(raw(:, 39)); 
MasterController25.Avg_GHI1 = cell2mat(raw(:, 40)); 
MasterController25.Max_GHI1 = cell2mat(raw(:, 41)); 
MasterController25.Min_GHI1 = cell2mat(raw(:, 42)); 
MasterController25.Avg_Temp_Pyrano1 = cell2mat(raw(:, 43)); 
MasterController25.Max_Temp_Pyrano1 = cell2mat(raw(:, 44)); 
MasterController25.Min_Temp_Pyrano1 = cell2mat(raw(:, 45)); 
MasterController25.Avg_GHI2 = cell2mat(raw(:, 46)); 
MasterController25.Max_GHI2 = cell2mat(raw(:, 47)); 
MasterController25.Min_GHI2 = cell2mat(raw(:, 48)); 
MasterController25.Avg_Temp_Pyrano2 = cell2mat(raw(:, 49)); 
MasterController25.Max_Temp_Pyrano2 = cell2mat(raw(:, 50)); 
MasterController25.Min_Temp_Pyrano2 = cell2mat(raw(:, 51)); 
MasterController25.Avg_GHI3 = cell2mat(raw(:, 52)); 
MasterController25.Max_GHI3 = cell2mat(raw(:, 53)); 
MasterController25.Min_GHI3 = cell2mat(raw(:, 54)); 
MasterController25.Avg_Temp_Pyrano3 = cell2mat(raw(:, 55)); 
MasterController25.Max_Temp_Pyrano3 = cell2mat(raw(:, 56)); 
MasterController25.Min_Temp_Pyrano3 = cell2mat(raw(:, 57)); 
MasterController25.Avg_DNI = cell2mat(raw(:, 58)); 
MasterController25.Max_DNI = cell2mat(raw(:, 59)); 
MasterController25.Min_DNI = cell2mat(raw(:, 60)); 
MasterController25.Avg_Temp_Pyrhelio = cell2mat(raw(:, 61)); 
MasterController25.Max_Temp_Pyrhelio = cell2mat(raw(:, 62)); 
MasterController25.Min_Temp_Pyrhelio = cell2mat(raw(:, 63)); 
MasterController25.Saxis_Angle1 = cell2mat(raw(:, 64)); 
MasterController25.Saxis1_Mode = cell2mat(raw(:, 65)); 
MasterController25.Saxis_Angle2 = cell2mat(raw(:, 66)); 
MasterController25.Saxis2_Mode = cell2mat(raw(:, 67)); 
MasterController25.Saxis_Angle3 = cell2mat(raw(:, 68)); 
MasterController25.Saxis3_Mode = cell2mat(raw(:, 69)); 
MasterController25.Daxis_Azimuth = cell2mat(raw(:, 70)); 
MasterController25.Daxis_Beta = cell2mat(raw(:, 71)); 
MasterController25.Failed_WS = cell2mat(raw(:, 72)); 

MasterController25.Failed_Pyrano1 = cell2mat(raw(:, 73)); 
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MasterController25.Failed_Pyrano2 = cell2mat(raw(:, 74)); 
MasterController25.Failed_Pyrano3 = cell2mat(raw(:, 75)); 
MasterController25.Failed_Pyrhelio = cell2mat(raw(:, 76)); 
MasterController25.Failed_Saxis1 = cell2mat(raw(:, 77)); 
MasterController25.Failed_Saxis2 = cell2mat(raw(:, 78)); 
MasterController25.Failed_Saxis3 = cell2mat(raw(:, 79)); 

MasterController25.Failed_Daxis = cell2mat(raw(:, 80)); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%% Run the weather program  
  

MasterController25 = importfile_MC('MasterController25.csv', 2, 74873); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%% Remove weather data  
 

 A0 = table2array(MasterController25(:,7))~= 0; 
A10 = table2array(MasterController25(:,7))~= 10; 
A20 = table2array(MasterController25(:,7))~= 20; 
A30 = table2array(MasterController25(:,7))~= 30; 
A40 = table2array(MasterController25(:,7))~= 40; 
A50 = table2array(MasterController25(:,7))~= 50; 
A_combine = A0&A10&A20&A30&A40&A50; 
MasterController25(A_combine,:) = []; 
clear A0 A10 A20 A30 A40 A50 A_combine; 

 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
% Temperature corrected Efficiency of the modules  
  

% Efficiency of the modules corrected for temperature effect 
 
% Area of the module in m2 
% A=1.62688; 
% A=1.51272; active area 
 
%STC temperature 
% T_STC=25 degree Celsius; 
 
% % % P (T) =P (25) [1+Gama (T-25)] where Gama is -ve value temp coffi. 
 
Polyc1.Pmpp_STC_p1=(table2array(Polyc1(:,8)))./(1+(-0.004.*(table2array(Polyc1(:,7))-25))); 
Polyc3.Pmpp_STC_p3=table2array(Polyc3(:,8))./(1+(-0.004.*(table2array(Polyc3(:,7))-25))); 
Polyc4.Pmpp_STC_p4=table2array(Polyc4(:,8))./(1+(-0.004.*(table2array(Polyc4(:,7))-25))); 
Polyc5.Pmpp_STC_p5=table2array(Polyc5(:,8))./(1+(-0.004.*(table2array(Polyc5(:,7))-25))); 
Polyc6.Pmpp_STC_p6=table2array(Polyc6(:,8))./(1+(-0.004.*(table2array(Polyc6(:,7))-25))); 
Polyc7.Pmpp_STC_p7=table2array(Polyc7(:,8))./(1+(-0.004.*(table2array(Polyc7(:,7))-25))); 
Polyc9.Pmpp_STC_p9=table2array(Polyc9(:,8))./(1+(-0.004.*(table2array(Polyc9(:,7))-25))); 
Polyc10.Pmpp_STC_p10=table2array(Polyc10(:,8))./(1+(-0.004.*(table2array(Polyc10(:,7))-25))); 
Polyc12.Pmpp_STC_p12=table2array(Polyc12(:,8))./(1+(-0.004.*(table2array(Polyc12(:,7))-25))); 
Polyc13.Pmpp_STC_p13=table2array(Polyc13(:,8))./(1+(-0.004.*(table2array(Polyc13(:,7))-25))); 
Polyc15.Pmpp_STC_p15=table2array(Polyc15(:,8))./(1+(-0.004.*(table2array(Polyc15(:,7))-25))); 
Polyc16.Pmpp_STC_p16=table2array(Polyc16(:,8))./(1+(-0.004.*(table2array(Polyc16(:,7))-25))); 
 
 
 
%Efficiency of each module 
%Efficencyp16=(Pmpp_STC_p16./P_solar)*100; 
Polyc1.Efficencyp1=(Polyc1.Pmpp_STC_p1./(1.51272.*table2array(WeatherData(:,40))))*100; 
Polyc3.Efficencyp3=(Polyc3.Pmpp_STC_p3./(1.51272.*table2array(WeatherData(:,40))))*100; 
Polyc4.Efficencyp4=(Polyc4.Pmpp_STC_p4./(1.51272.*table2array(WeatherData(:,40))))*100; 
Polyc5.Efficencyp5=(Polyc5.Pmpp_STC_p5./(1.51272.*table2array(WeatherData(:,40))))*100; 
Polyc6.Efficencyp6=(Polyc6.Pmpp_STC_p6./(1.51272.*table2array(WeatherData(:,40))))*100; 
Polyc7.Efficencyp7=(Polyc7.Pmpp_STC_p7./(1.51272.*table2array(WeatherData(:,40))))*100; 
Polyc9.Efficencyp9=(Polyc9.Pmpp_STC_p9./(1.51272.*table2array(WeatherData(:,40))))*100; 
Polyc10.Efficencyp10=(Polyc10.Pmpp_STC_p10./(1.51272.*table2array(WeatherData(:,40))))*100; 
Polyc12.Efficencyp12=(Polyc12.Pmpp_STC_p12./(1.51272.*table2array(WeatherData(:,40))))*100; 
Polyc13.Efficencyp13=(Polyc13.Pmpp_STC_p13./(1.51272.*table2array(WeatherData(:,40))))*100; 
Polyc15.Efficencyp15=(Polyc15.Pmpp_STC_p15./(1.51272.*table2array(WeatherData(:,40))))*100; 
Polyc16.Efficencyp16=(Polyc16.Pmpp_STC_p16./(1.51272.*table2array(WeatherData(:,40))))*100; 
%Efficiency 
Efficency_polyc=[WeatherData(:,[1,3,4,5,6,7,8,40]),Polyc1(:,[7,8,9,10]),Polyc3(:,[7,8,9,10]),Polyc4(:,[7,8,9,10]),Polyc5(:,[7,8,9,10]),Polyc6(:,[7,8,9,10]),Polyc7(:,[
7,8,9,10]),Polyc9(:,[7,8,9,10]),Polyc10(:,[7,8,9,10]),Polyc12(:,[7,8,9,10]),Polyc13(:,[7,8,9,10]),Polyc15(:,[7,8,9,10]),Polyc16(:,[7,8,9,10])]; 
 
% Date 
Efficency_polyc.DAY=datenum(table2array(Efficency_polyc(:,[2,3,4,5,6,7]))); 
 
Efficency_polyc.DAY_time=datetime(table2array(Efficency_polyc(:,[2,3,4,5,6,7]))); 
 
%Temperature corrected efficiency difference 
Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp3_difference1=(Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp3-Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp1); 
Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp3_difference16=(Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp3-Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp16); 
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Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp6_difference9=(Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp6-Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp9); 
Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp13_difference15=(Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp13-Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp15); 
Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp4_difference15=(Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp4-Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp15); 
Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp5_difference7=(Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp5-Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp7); 
Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp5_difference10=(Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp5-Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp10); 
Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp12_difference7=(Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp12-Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp7); 
Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp12_difference10=(Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp12-Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp10); 
 
%Temperature corrected relative efficiency 
Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp3_relative1=(Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp3./Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp1); 
Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp3_relative16=(Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp3./Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp16); 
Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp6_relative9=(Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp6./Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp9); 
Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp13_relative15=(Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp13./Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp15); 
Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp4_relative15=(Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp4./Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp15); 
Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp5_relative7=(Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp5./Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp7); 
Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp5_relative10=(Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp5./Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp10); 
Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp12_relative7=(Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp12./Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp7); 

Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp12_relative10=(Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp12./Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp10); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% create figure for the power output of the module 
  

function createfigure_polyc_power(X1, Y1, Z1, S1, C1) 
% Create figure 
figure1 = figure; 
colormap('jet'); 
 
% Create axes 
axes1 = axes('Parent',figure1); 
hold(axes1,'on'); 
 
% Create scatter3 
scatter3(X1,Y1,Z1,S1,C1,'DisplayName','P_{max}','Marker','*'); 
 
% Create xlabel 
xlabel('Date time','FontWeight','bold'); 
 
% Create ylabel 
ylabel('Total tilted irradiance (G_T) in (W/m^2)','FontWeight','bold'); 
 
% Create zlabel 
zlabel('P_{max} (W)','FontWeight','bold'); 
 
% Create title 
title('P_{max} Polycrystalline-1'); 

%% Uncomment the following line to preserve the X-limits of the axes 

 xlim(axes1,[736347 736503]); 

%% Uncomment the following line to preserve the Y-limits of the axes 

 ylim(axes1,[-25 1500]); 

%% Uncomment the following line to preserve the Z-limits of the axes 

 zlim(axes1,[-10 350]); 

view(axes1,[-37.5 30]); 

grid(axes1,'on'); 
% Set the remaining axes properties 
set(axes1,'FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold','XMinorTick','on','XTick',... 
    [736347 736349 736360 736370 736380 736390 736400 736410 736420 736430 736440 736450 736460 736470 736480 736490 736501 736503],... 
    'XTickLabel',... 
    {'','20-Jan','31-Jan','10-Feb','20-Feb','01-Mar','11-Mar','21-Mar','31-Mar','10-Apr','20-Apr','30-Apr','10-May','20-May','30-May','09-June','20-June',''},... 
    'YMinorTick','on','YTick',[0 500 1000 1500],'YTickLabel',... 
    {'0','500','1000','1500'},'ZMinorTick','on'); 
% Create colorbar 
colorbar('peer',axes1); 

  
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%% Run the program (create figure) 

createfigure_polyc_power(Efficency_polyc.DAY,Efficency_polyc.Avg_GHI1,Efficency_polyc.Pmpp_STC_p3,[],Efficency_polyc.Avg_GHI1) 
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%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
% create figure for the efficiency of the module 
  

function createfigure_poly_efficiency(X1, Y1, Z1, S1, C1) 
 
% Create figure 
figure1 = figure; 
colormap('jet'); 
 
% Create axes 
axes1 = axes('Parent',figure1); 
hold(axes1,'on'); 
 
% Create scatter3 
scatter3(X1,Y1,Z1,S1,C1,'DisplayName','Efficency curve','Marker','*'); 
 
% Create xlabel 
xlabel('Time series (days)','FontWeight','bold'); 
 
% Create ylabel 
ylabel('Total tilted irradiance (G_T)(W/m^2)','FontWeight','bold'); 
 
% Create zlabel 
zlabel('Temperature corrected efficiency (\eta_T) (%)','FontWeight','bold'); 
 
% Create title 
title('Polycrystalline-1'); 

%% Uncomment the following line to preserve the X-limits of the axes 

 xlim(axes1,[736347 736503]); 

%% Uncomment the following line to preserve the Y-limits of the axes 

 ylim(axes1,[-35 1500]); 

%% Uncomment the following line to preserve the Z-limits of the axes 

 zlim(axes1,[0 20]); 

view(axes1,[-37.5 30]); 

grid(axes1,'on'); 
% Set the remaining axes properties 
set(axes1,'FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold','XMinorTick','on','XTick',... 
    [736347 736349 736360 736370 736380 736390 736400 736410 736420 736430 736440 736450 736460 736470 736480 736490 736501 736503],... 
    'XTickLabel',... 
    {'','20-Jan','31-Jan','10-Feb','20-Feb','01-Mar','11-Mar','21-Mar','31-Mar','10-Apr','20-Apr','30-Apr','10-May','20-May','30-May','09-June','20-June',''},... 
    'YMinorTick','on','YTick',[0 500 1000 1500],'YTickLabel',... 
    {'0','500','1000','1500'},'ZMinorTick','on'); 
% Create colorbar 
colorbar('peer',axes1); 

 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%% Run the program (create figure) 
  

createfigure_poly_efficiency(Efficency_polyc.DAY,Efficency_polyc.Avg_GHI1,Efficency_polyc.Efficencyp12,[],Efficency_polyc.Avg_GHI1); 
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%% Thin-film 
%% Importing the thin-film data (from CSV file format) 

function ThinFilm17 = importfile_TF(filename, startRow, endRow) 

%% Initialize variables. 

delimiter = ';'; 
if nargin<=2 
    startRow = 2; 
    endRow = inf; 

end 

%% Read columns of data as strings: 

formatSpec = 
'%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%
q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%q%[^\n\r]'; 

%% Open the text file. 

fileID = fopen(filename,'r'); 

%% Read columns of data according to format string. 

dataArray = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, endRow(1)-startRow(1)+1, 'Delimiter', delimiter, 'HeaderLines', startRow(1)-1, 'ReturnOnError', false); 
for block=2:length(startRow) 
    frewind(fileID); 
    dataArrayBlock = textscan(fileID, formatSpec, endRow(block)-startRow(block)+1, 'Delimiter', delimiter, 'HeaderLines', startRow(block)-1, 
'ReturnOnError', false); 
    for col=1:length(dataArray) 
        dataArray{col} = [dataArray{col};dataArrayBlock{col}]; 
    end 
end 

%% Close the text file. 

fclose(fileID); 

%% Convert the contents of columns containing numeric strings to numbers. 
% Replace non-numeric strings with NaN. 

raw = repmat({''},length(dataArray{1}),length(dataArray)-1); 
for col=1:length(dataArray)-1 
    raw(1:length(dataArray{col}),col) = dataArray{col}; 
end 
numericData = NaN(size(dataArray{1},1),size(dataArray,2)); 
 
for 
col=[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,
55,56,57,58,59,60,61,62,63,64,65,66,67,68,69,70] 
    % Converts strings in the input cell array to numbers. Replaced non-numeric 
    % strings with NaN. 
    rawData = dataArray{col}; 
    for row=1:size(rawData, 1); 
        % Create a regular expression to detect and remove non-numeric prefixes and 
        % suffixes. 
        regexstr = '(?<prefix>.*?)(?<numbers>([-]*(\d+[\,]*)+[\.]{0,1}\d*[eEdD]{0,1}[-+]*\d*[i]{0,1})|([-]*(\d+[\,]*)*[\.]{1,1}\d+[eEdD]{0,1}[-
+]*\d*[i]{0,1}))(?<suffix>.*)'; 
        try 
            result = regexp(rawData{row}, regexstr, 'names'); 
            numbers = result.numbers; 
 
            % Detected commas in non-thousand locations. 
            invalidThousandsSeparator = false; 
            if any(numbers==','); 
                thousandsRegExp = '^\d+?(\,\d{3})*\.{0,1}\d*$'; 
                if isempty(regexp(thousandsRegExp, ',', 'once')); 
                    numbers = NaN; 
                    invalidThousandsSeparator = true; 
                end 
            end 
            % Convert numeric strings to numbers. 
            if ~invalidThousandsSeparator; 
                numbers = textscan(strrep(numbers, ',', ''), '%f'); 
                numericData(row, col) = numbers{1}; 
                raw{row, col} = numbers{1}; 
            end 
        catch me 
        end 
    end 

end 

%% Replace non-numeric cells with NaN 

R = cellfun(@(x) ~isnumeric(x) && ~islogical(x),raw); % Find non-numeric cells 
raw(R) = {NaN}; % Replace non-numeric cells 

%% Create output variable 
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ThinFilm17 = table; 
ThinFilm17.ID = cell2mat(raw(:, 1)); 
ThinFilm17.FIFOSPACE = cell2mat(raw(:, 2)); 
ThinFilm17.YEAR = cell2mat(raw(:, 3)); 
ThinFilm17.MONTH = cell2mat(raw(:, 4)); 
ThinFilm17.DATE = cell2mat(raw(:, 5)); 
ThinFilm17.HOUR = cell2mat(raw(:, 6)); 
ThinFilm17.MINUTE = cell2mat(raw(:, 7)); 
ThinFilm17.SECOND = cell2mat(raw(:, 8)); 
ThinFilm17.TEMPERATURE1 = cell2mat(raw(:, 9)); 
ThinFilm17.TEMPERATURE2 = cell2mat(raw(:, 10)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE0 = cell2mat(raw(:, 11)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT10 = cell2mat(raw(:, 12)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT20 = cell2mat(raw(:, 13)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE1 = cell2mat(raw(:, 14)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT11 = cell2mat(raw(:, 15)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT21 = cell2mat(raw(:, 16)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE2 = cell2mat(raw(:, 17)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT12 = cell2mat(raw(:, 18)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT22 = cell2mat(raw(:, 19)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE3 = cell2mat(raw(:, 20)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT13 = cell2mat(raw(:, 21)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT23 = cell2mat(raw(:, 22)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE4 = cell2mat(raw(:, 23)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT14 = cell2mat(raw(:, 24)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT24 = cell2mat(raw(:, 25)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE5 = cell2mat(raw(:, 26)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT15 = cell2mat(raw(:, 27)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT25 = cell2mat(raw(:, 28)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE6 = cell2mat(raw(:, 29)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT16 = cell2mat(raw(:, 30)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT26 = cell2mat(raw(:, 31)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE7 = cell2mat(raw(:, 32)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT17 = cell2mat(raw(:, 33)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT27 = cell2mat(raw(:, 34)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE8 = cell2mat(raw(:, 35)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT18 = cell2mat(raw(:, 36)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT28 = cell2mat(raw(:, 37)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE9 = cell2mat(raw(:, 38)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT19 = cell2mat(raw(:, 39)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT29 = cell2mat(raw(:, 40)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE10 = cell2mat(raw(:, 41)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT110 = cell2mat(raw(:, 42)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT210 = cell2mat(raw(:, 43)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE11 = cell2mat(raw(:, 44)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT111 = cell2mat(raw(:, 45)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT211 = cell2mat(raw(:, 46)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE12 = cell2mat(raw(:, 47)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT112 = cell2mat(raw(:, 48)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT212 = cell2mat(raw(:, 49)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE13 = cell2mat(raw(:, 50)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT113 = cell2mat(raw(:, 51)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT213 = cell2mat(raw(:, 52)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE14 = cell2mat(raw(:, 53)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT114 = cell2mat(raw(:, 54)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT214 = cell2mat(raw(:, 55)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE15 = cell2mat(raw(:, 56)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT115 = cell2mat(raw(:, 57)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT215 = cell2mat(raw(:, 58)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE16 = cell2mat(raw(:, 59)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT116 = cell2mat(raw(:, 60)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT216 = cell2mat(raw(:, 61)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE17 = cell2mat(raw(:, 62)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT117 = cell2mat(raw(:, 63)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT217 = cell2mat(raw(:, 64)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE18 = cell2mat(raw(:, 65)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT118 = cell2mat(raw(:, 66)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT218 = cell2mat(raw(:, 67)); 
ThinFilm17.VOLTAGE19 = cell2mat(raw(:, 68)); 
ThinFilm17.CURRENT119 = cell2mat(raw(:, 69)); 

ThinFilm17.CURRENT219 = cell2mat(raw(:, 70)); 

 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
  
%% Run the program  
  

ThinFilm17_18 = importfile_TF('ThinFilm17.csv', 2, 8913); 
ThinFilm19_20 = importfile_TF('ThinFilm18.csv', 2, 9005); 
ThinFilm21_22 = importfile_TF('ThinFilm19.csv', 2, 9005); 

ThinFilm23_24 = importfile_TF('ThinFilm20.csv', 2, 8591); 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
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%% Calculating the power output of each I-V pair and the Pmax on the I-V curve of the thin-film.  
  
%% Referee to Equation 3.1 
  

% Max power output 
 
Thinfilm17.VoltageTF17 = 
Thinfilm17(':',{'VOLTAGE0','VOLTAGE1','VOLTAGE2','VOLTAGE3','VOLTAGE4','VOLTAGE5','VOLTAGE6','VOLTAGE7','VOLTAGE8','VOL
TAGE9','VOLTAGE10','VOLTAGE11','VOLTAGE12','VOLTAGE13','VOLTAGE14','VOLTAGE15','VOLTAGE16','VOLTAGE17','VOLTAGE18','
VOLTAGE19'}); 
Thinfilm17.CurrentTF117 = 
Thinfilm17(':',{'CURRENT10','CURRENT11','CURRENT12','CURRENT13','CURRENT14','CURRENT15','CURRENT16','CURRENT17','CURRENT1
8','CURRENT19','CURRENT110','CURRENT111','CURRENT112','CURRENT113','CURRENT114','CURRENT115','CURRENT116','CURRENT117','
CURRENT118','CURRENT119'}); 
Thinfilm17.CurrentTF217 = 
Thinfilm17(':',{'CURRENT20','CURRENT21','CURRENT22','CURRENT23','CURRENT24','CURRENT25','CURRENT26','CURRENT27','CURRENT2
8','CURRENT29','CURRENT110','CURRENT211','CURRENT212','CURRENT213','CURRENT214','CURRENT215','CURRENT216','CURRENT217','
CURRENT218','CURRENT219'}); 
 
Thinfilm17.powerTF117 = table2array(Thinfilm17.VoltageTF17).*table2array(Thinfilm17.CurrentTF117); 
Thinfilm17.powerTF217 = table2array(Thinfilm17.VoltageTF17).*table2array(Thinfilm17.CurrentTF217); 
 
Thinfilm17.powerTF117 = array2table(Thinfilm17.powerTF117); 
Thinfilm17.powerTF217 = array2table(Thinfilm17.powerTF217); 
 
Thinfilm17.PmaxTF117 = max(table2array(Thinfilm17.powerTF117),[],2); 
Thinfilm17.PmaxTF217 = max(table2array(Thinfilm17.powerTF217),[],2); 
 
 
Thin_film17=Thinfilm17(':',{'ID','YEAR','MONTH','DATE','HOUR','MINUTE','SECOND','TEMPERATURE1','TEMPERATURE2','PmaxTF117','Pma
xTF217'}); 
 
 
Thinfilm18.VoltageTF18 = 
Thinfilm18(':',{'VOLTAGE0','VOLTAGE1','VOLTAGE2','VOLTAGE3','VOLTAGE4','VOLTAGE5','VOLTAGE6','VOLTAGE7','VOLTAGE8','VOL
TAGE9','VOLTAGE10','VOLTAGE11','VOLTAGE12','VOLTAGE13','VOLTAGE14','VOLTAGE15','VOLTAGE16','VOLTAGE17','VOLTAGE18','
VOLTAGE19'}); 
Thinfilm18.CurrentTF118 = 
Thinfilm18(':',{'CURRENT10','CURRENT11','CURRENT12','CURRENT13','CURRENT14','CURRENT15','CURRENT16','CURRENT17','CURRENT1
8','CURRENT19','CURRENT110','CURRENT111','CURRENT112','CURRENT113','CURRENT114','CURRENT115','CURRENT116','CURRENT117','
CURRENT118','CURRENT119'}); 
Thinfilm18.CurrentTF218 = 
Thinfilm18(':',{'CURRENT20','CURRENT21','CURRENT22','CURRENT23','CURRENT24','CURRENT25','CURRENT26','CURRENT27','CURRENT2
8','CURRENT29','CURRENT110','CURRENT211','CURRENT212','CURRENT213','CURRENT214','CURRENT215','CURRENT216','CURRENT217','
CURRENT218','CURRENT219'}); 
 
Thinfilm18.powerTF118 = table2array(Thinfilm18.VoltageTF18).*table2array(Thinfilm18.CurrentTF118); 
Thinfilm18.powerTF218 = table2array(Thinfilm18.VoltageTF18).*table2array(Thinfilm18.CurrentTF218); 
 
Thinfilm18.powerTF118 = array2table(Thinfilm18.powerTF118); 
Thinfilm18.powerTF218 = array2table(Thinfilm18.powerTF218); 
 
Thinfilm18.PmaxTF118 = max(table2array(Thinfilm18.powerTF118),[],2); 
Thinfilm18.PmaxTF218 = max(table2array(Thinfilm18.powerTF218),[],2); 
 
Thin_film18=Thinfilm18(':',{'ID','YEAR','MONTH','DATE','HOUR','MINUTE','SECOND','TEMPERATURE1','TEMPERATURE2','PmaxTF118','Pma
xTF218'}); 
 
Thinfilm19.VoltageTF19 = 
Thinfilm19(':',{'VOLTAGE0','VOLTAGE1','VOLTAGE2','VOLTAGE3','VOLTAGE4','VOLTAGE5','VOLTAGE6','VOLTAGE7','VOLTAGE8','VOL
TAGE9','VOLTAGE10','VOLTAGE11','VOLTAGE12','VOLTAGE13','VOLTAGE14','VOLTAGE15','VOLTAGE16','VOLTAGE17','VOLTAGE18','
VOLTAGE19'}); 
Thinfilm19.CurrentTF119 = 
Thinfilm19(':',{'CURRENT10','CURRENT11','CURRENT12','CURRENT13','CURRENT14','CURRENT15','CURRENT16','CURRENT17','CURRENT1
8','CURRENT19','CURRENT110','CURRENT111','CURRENT112','CURRENT113','CURRENT114','CURRENT115','CURRENT116','CURRENT117','
CURRENT118','CURRENT119'}); 
Thinfilm19.CurrentTF219 = 
Thinfilm19(':',{'CURRENT20','CURRENT21','CURRENT22','CURRENT23','CURRENT24','CURRENT25','CURRENT26','CURRENT27','CURRENT2
8','CURRENT29','CURRENT110','CURRENT211','CURRENT212','CURRENT213','CURRENT214','CURRENT215','CURRENT216','CURRENT217','
CURRENT218','CURRENT219'}); 
 
Thinfilm19.powerTF119 = table2array(Thinfilm19.VoltageTF19).*table2array(Thinfilm19.CurrentTF119); 
Thinfilm19.powerTF219 = table2array(Thinfilm19.VoltageTF19).*table2array(Thinfilm19.CurrentTF219); 
 
Thinfilm19.powerTF119 = array2table(Thinfilm19.powerTF119); 
Thinfilm19.powerTF219 = array2table(Thinfilm19.powerTF219); 
 
Thinfilm19.PmaxTF119 = max(table2array(Thinfilm19.powerTF119),[],2); 
Thinfilm19.PmaxTF219 = max(table2array(Thinfilm19.powerTF219),[],2); 
 
Thin_film19=Thinfilm19(':',{'ID','YEAR','MONTH','DATE','HOUR','MINUTE','SECOND','TEMPERATURE1','TEMPERATURE2','PmaxTF119','Pma
xTF219'}); 
 
Thinfilm20.VoltageTF20 = 
Thinfilm20(':',{'VOLTAGE0','VOLTAGE1','VOLTAGE2','VOLTAGE3','VOLTAGE4','VOLTAGE5','VOLTAGE6','VOLTAGE7','VOLTAGE8','VOL
TAGE9','VOLTAGE10','VOLTAGE11','VOLTAGE12','VOLTAGE13','VOLTAGE14','VOLTAGE15','VOLTAGE16','VOLTAGE17','VOLTAGE18','
VOLTAGE19'}); 
Thinfilm20.CurrentTF120 = 
Thinfilm20(':',{'CURRENT10','CURRENT11','CURRENT12','CURRENT13','CURRENT14','CURRENT15','CURRENT16','CURRENT17','CURRENT1
8','CURRENT19','CURRENT110','CURRENT111','CURRENT112','CURRENT113','CURRENT114','CURRENT115','CURRENT116','CURRENT117','
CURRENT118','CURRENT119'}); 
Thinfilm20.CurrentTF220 = 
Thinfilm20(':',{'CURRENT20','CURRENT21','CURRENT22','CURRENT23','CURRENT24','CURRENT25','CURRENT26','CURRENT27','CURRENT2
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8','CURRENT29','CURRENT110','CURRENT211','CURRENT212','CURRENT213','CURRENT214','CURRENT215','CURRENT216','CURRENT217','
CURRENT218','CURRENT219'}); 
 
Thinfilm20.powerTF120 = table2array(Thinfilm20.VoltageTF20).*table2array(Thinfilm20.CurrentTF120); 
Thinfilm20.powerTF220 = table2array(Thinfilm20.VoltageTF20).*table2array(Thinfilm20.CurrentTF220); 
 
Thinfilm20.powerTF120 = array2table(Thinfilm20.powerTF120); 
Thinfilm20.powerTF220 = array2table(Thinfilm20.powerTF220); 
 
Thinfilm20.PmaxTF120 = max(table2array(Thinfilm20.powerTF120),[],2); 
Thinfilm20.PmaxTF220 = max(table2array(Thinfilm20.powerTF220),[],2); 
 
Thin_film20=Thinfilm20(':',{'ID','YEAR','MONTH','DATE','HOUR','MINUTE','SECOND','TEMPERATURE1','TEMPERATURE2','PmaxTF120','Pma
xTF220'}); 

  
 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
  
% Temperature corrected Efficiency of the TF modules  
  

% Efficiency of the modules corrected for temperature effect 
 
% Area of the module in m2 

% A=0.72; active area 
 
%STC temperature 
% T_STC=25 degree Celsius; 
 
% % % P (T) =P (25) [1+Gama (T-25)] where Gama is -ve value temp coffi.=0.0029 
 
Thin_film17.Pmpp_STC_TF117=table2array(Thin_film17(:,10))./(1+(-0.0029.*(table2array(Thin_film17(:,8))-25))); 
Thin_film17.Pmpp_STC_TF217=table2array(Thin_film17(:,11))./(1+(-0.0029.*(table2array(Thin_film17(:,9))-25))); 
Thin_film18.Pmpp_STC_TF118=table2array(Thin_film18(:,10))./(1+(-0.0029.*(table2array(Thin_film18(:,8))-25))); 
Thin_film18.Pmpp_STC_TF218=table2array(Thin_film18(:,11))./(1+(-0.0029.*(table2array(Thin_film18(:,9))-25))); 
Thin_film19.Pmpp_STC_TF119=table2array(Thin_film19(:,10))./(1+(-0.0029.*(table2array(Thin_film19(:,8))-25))); 
Thin_film19.Pmpp_STC_TF219=table2array(Thin_film19(:,11))./(1+(-0.0029.*(table2array(Thin_film19(:,9))-25))); 
Thin_film20.Pmpp_STC_TF120=table2array(Thin_film20(:,10))./(1+(-0.0029.*(table2array(Thin_film20(:,8))-25))); 
Thin_film20.Pmpp_STC_TF220=table2array(Thin_film20(:,11))./(1+(-0.0029.*(table2array(Thin_film20(:,9))-25))); 
 
%Efficency 
Thin_film17.Efficency_TF117=(Thin_film17.Pmpp_STC_TF117./(0.72.*table2array(WD_thinfilm(:,40))))*100; 
Thin_film17.Efficency_TF217=(Thin_film17.Pmpp_STC_TF217./(0.72.*table2array(WD_thinfilm(:,40))))*100; 
Thin_film18.Efficency_TF118=(Thin_film18.Pmpp_STC_TF118./(0.72.*table2array(WD_thinfilm(:,40))))*100; 
Thin_film18.Efficency_TF218=(Thin_film18.Pmpp_STC_TF218./(0.72.*table2array(WD_thinfilm(:,40))))*100; 
Thin_film19.Efficency_TF119=(Thin_film19.Pmpp_STC_TF119./(0.72.*table2array(WD_thinfilm(:,40))))*100; 
Thin_film19.Efficency_TF219=(Thin_film19.Pmpp_STC_TF219./(0.72.*table2array(WD_thinfilm(:,40))))*100; 
Thin_film20.Efficency_TF120=(Thin_film20.Pmpp_STC_TF120./(0.72.*table2array(WD_thinfilm(:,40))))*100; 
Thin_film20.Efficency_TF220=(Thin_film20.Pmpp_STC_TF220./(0.72.*table2array(WD_thinfilm(:,40))))*100; 
 
Thin_film17.Properties.VariableNames{8} = 'TEMPERATURE117'; 
Thin_film17.Properties.VariableNames{9} = 'TEMPERATURE217'; 
Thin_film18.Properties.VariableNames{8} = 'TEMPERATURE118'; 
Thin_film18.Properties.VariableNames{9} = 'TEMPERATURE218'; 
Thin_film19.Properties.VariableNames{8} = 'TEMPERATURE119'; 
Thin_film19.Properties.VariableNames{9} = 'TEMPERATURE219'; 
Thin_film20.Properties.VariableNames{8} = 'TEMPERATURE120'; 
Thin_film20.Properties.VariableNames{9} = 'TEMPERATURE220'; 
 
 
%Efficency 
Efficency_Thinfilm=[WD_thinfilm(:,[1,3,4,5,6,7,8,40]),Thin_film17(:,[8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15]),Thin_film18(:,[8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15]),Thin_film19(:,[8,9,10,11,
12,13,14,15]),Thin_film20(:,[8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15])]; 
 
%Date 
Efficency_Thinfilm.DAY=datenum(table2array(Efficency_Thinfilm(:,[2,3,4,5,6,7]))); 
 
Efficency_Thinfilm.DAY_time=datetime(table2array(Efficency_Thinfilm(:,[2,3,4,5,6,7]))); 
Efficency_Thinfilm.DAY_str=datestr(table2array(Efficency_Thinfilm(:,[2,3,4,5,6,7]))); 
 
%Temperature corrected relative efficiency (R_E) 
 
Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF22_relative24=Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF219./Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF220; 
Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF19_relative17=Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF118./Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF117; 
Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF21_relative23=Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF119./Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF120; 
Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF20_relative18=Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF218./Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF217; 
 
 
%Temperature corrected efficiency difference (E_D) 
Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF22_difference24=Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF219-Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF220; 
Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF19_difference17=Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF118-Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF117; 
Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF21_difference23=Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF119-Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF120; 

Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF20_difference18=Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF218-Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF217; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% create figure for the power output of the TF module 
  

function createfigure_thinfilm_power(X1, Y1, Z1, S1, C1) 
% create figure 
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figure1 = figure; 
colormap('Parula'); 
 
 
% Create axes 
axes1 = axes('Parent',figure1); 
hold(axes1,'on'); 
 
% Create scatter3 
scatter3(X1,Y1,Z1,S1,C1,'DisplayName','P_{max}','Marker','*'); 
 
% Create xlabel 
xlabel('Time series (days)','FontWeight','bold'); 
 
% Create ylabel 
ylabel('Total tilted irradiance (G_T) in (W/m^2)','FontWeight','bold'); 
 
% Create zlabel 
zlabel('P_{max} (W)','FontWeight','bold'); 
 
% Create title 
title('P_{max} of Thin film-17'); 

%% Uncomment the following line to preserve the X-limits of the axes 

 xlim(axes1,[736347 736503]); 

%% Uncomment the following line to preserve the Y-limits of the axes 

 ylim(axes1,[-35 1500]); 

%% Uncomment the following line to preserve the Z-limits of the axes 

 zlim(axes1,[-5 140]); 

view(axes1,[-37.5 30]); 

grid(axes1,'on'); 
% Set the remaining axes properties 
set(axes1,'FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold','XMinorTick','on','XTick',... 
    [736347 736349 736360 736370 736380 736390 736400 736410 736420 736430 736440 736450 736460 736470 736480 736490 736501 736503],... 
    'XTickLabel',... 
    {'','20-Jan','31-Jan','10-Feb','20-Feb','01-Mar','11-Mar','21-Mar','31-Mar','10-Apr','20-Apr','30-Apr','10-May','20-May','30-May','09-June','20-June',''},... 
    'YMinorTick','on','YTick',[0 500 1000 1500],'YTickLabel',... 
    {'0','500','1000','1500'},'ZMinorTick','on'); 
% Create colorbar 
colorbar('peer',axes1); 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%% Run the program (create figure) 

createfigure_thinfilm_power(Efficency_Thinfilm.DAY,Efficency_Thinfilm.Avg_GHI1,Efficency_Thinfilm.PmaxTF217,[],Efficency_Thinfilm.Avg_GHI1) 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
% create figure for the efficiency of the TF module 
  

function createfigure_thinfilm_Efficiency(X1, Y1, Z1, S1, C1) 
% create figure 
figure1 = figure; 
colormap('Parula'); 
 
% create axes 
axes1 = axes('Parent',figure1); 
hold(axes1,'on'); 
 
% create scatter3 
scatter3(X1,Y1,Z1,S1,C1,'DisplayName','Efficency curve','Marker','*'); 
 
% create xlabel 
xlabel('Time series (days)','FontWeight','bold'); 
 
% create ylabel 
ylabel('Total tilted irradiance (G_T)(W/m^2)','FontWeight','bold'); 
 
% create zlabel 
zlabel('Temperature corrected efficiency (\eta_T) (%)','FontWeight','bold'); 
 

% create title 
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title('Efficiency curve -TF17'); 

%% Uncomment the following line to preserve the X-limits of the axes 

 xlim(axes1,[736347 736503]); 

%% Uncomment the following line to preserve the Y-limits of the axes 

 ylim(axes1,[-35 1500]); 

%% Uncomment the following line to preserve the Z-limits of the axes 

 zlim(axes1,[-0.5 20]); 

view(axes1,[-37.5 30]); 

grid(axes1,'on'); 
% Set the remaining axes properties 
set(axes1,'FontSize',12,'FontWeight','bold','XMinorTick','on','XTick',... 
    [736347 736349 736360 736370 736380 736390 736400 736410 736420 736430 736440 736450 736460 736470 736480 736490 736501 736503],... 
    'XTickLabel',... 
    {'','20-Jan','31-Jan','10-Feb','20-Feb','01-Mar','11-Mar','21-Mar','31-Mar','10-Apr','20-Apr','30-Apr','10-May','20-May','30-May','09-June','20-June',''},... 
    'YMinorTick','on','YTick',[0 500 1000 1500],'YTickLabel',... 
    {'0','500','1000','1500'},'ZMinorTick','on'); 
% Create colorbar 
colorbar('peer',axes1); 

 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
%% Run the program (create figure) 
  

createfigure_thinfilm_Efficiency(Efficency_Thinfilm.DAY,Efficency_Thinfilm.Avg_GHI1,Efficency_Thinfilm.Efficency_TF220,[],Efficency_Thinfilm.Av
g_GHI1); 
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B 

Data sheet of the modules 

  

Polycrystalline-Si 
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Thin-Film CdTe 
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Specifications of SMP10 Pyranometer 
 

 
 

 
 




